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An attempted assault on a
female Trinity student brought
security and Hartford Police de-
scending on the North Campus
section of the College Saturday
night. Patrolman John Deni an-
swered a call at approximately
6:30, and arrived at , the North
Campus dormitory to find that an
individual, who was later placed
• under arrest, had already been
'- apprehended by four Trinity stu-
dents.
The suspect, Patrick L. String-
er, 23, of 621 Blue Hills Avenue, in
Hartford, was charged with at-
tempted criminal sexual assault in
the first degree. Stringer was held
in lieu of $5000 bond until his
appearance Monday morning in the
Court'of Common Pleas.
The incident occurred in a
women's bathroom in North Cam-
pus. A student, in the shower,
noticed the door opening. When
she realized that the individual in
the room was a male, she began to
scream. The assailant grabbed her
by the shoulders and threatened
her if she screamed further. Her
persistent screaming frightened
L him away, and he fled out of North
Campus onto Vernon Street.
The suspect was seen fleeing
Jrdrri the dorm by two male Trinity
"students, Peter Albritton and Cal-
vin Saute, approaching from the
vicinity of the President's house.
Two other male students, Darryl
Harris and David Bazar, exited
North Campus and asked if Albrit-
ton and Saute had seen a man
running from the dorm. Albritton,
Bazar, and Harris chased the
suspect around- the President's
house, while Saute continued up
Vernon Street. At the campus gate
opposite Ogilby Hall, the four
converged on the suspect and
apprehended him.
The four returned to North
Campus with the suspect. Security
was already on the scene, and the
police arrived shortly thereafter.
The description of the assailant
given to Patrolman Dent by the
victim fit the suspect perfectly, and
he was taken into custody.
Stringer was arraigned on
Monday before Judge William S.
Ewing Jr. of the Court of Common
Pleas. The State requested that he
be held on a $15,000 bond.
Stringer's attorney moved that the
State show probable cause in order
to hold Stringer at the amount
requested. The motion was
granted, and a continuance given
until tomorrow, at which time the
issue of bond will be set.
On Monday afternoon, Detec-
tives Mildred Wertz and L. Pitt-
man, of the Hartford Police De-
partment, interviewed the victim,
and the four students who assisted
in Stringer's arrest, taking affida-
vits for Wednesday's hearing.
At the time of his arrest,
Stringer was free on bail pending
an appearance in Superior Court on
a similar charge. "If convicted in the
Trinity incident, Stringer could face
continued on page 3
Jarvis Lot—Faculty Parking photo by Rick Sagcr
lack of Secure Spaces
Campus Parking Inadequate
by Leslie M cCuaig and
Trish Mairs
Any Trinity student who at-
tempts to find a parking space on
campus is painfully aware of the
insufficient facilities. The problem
is two fold. A student is lucky to
find any space at all; and the ones
that arc available leave the car
subject to theft and vandalism.
Alfred A. Garofolo, head of
security, admits to the seriousness
of the situation. Garofolo claims
that space does exist, and the
problem therefore lies in tightening
security. Although the number of
parking permits issued exceeds
available spots, Garofolo believes
that if one deducts the commuters,
resident students are well provided
for.
Dorm Funds Go Unspent
by Magda Lichota
According to Eleanor Tilles,
Director of College Residences,
half of the Trinity College dorms
are not using the money in their
dorm. funds. She stated that
"students have not been taking the
initiative to organize activities."
Funds are distributed to each
dorm in order to foster a sense of
community. The dorm members
have money to spend together for
social, educational or cultural
activities. The Resident Assistants
Christmas Vacation
Reminder
ALL DORMITORIES WHX CLOSE Sunday, December 19th at noon
and reopen noon, Sunday, January 16,1977. Entry doors are locked
and heat is lowered to 50 during this period. Lock all doors and
windows. Lower shades or drapes. Shut off lights and disconnect
appliances. Store bikes in rooms. Take home plants and valuables.
MEALS Last meal served in the dining room will be dinner,
Saturday, December 18th. Meal plan will resume with dinner,
Sunday, January 16, 1977.
TELEPHONE COVERAGE Continuous 24-hour telephone coverage
at Front Desk 527-3151.
MATHER CAMPUS CENTER
Open - December 20-23, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Closed - December 23,
5:00 prn to January 3, 9:00 am, Open - January 3-14, 1977, 9:00 am-
•̂ 00 pm. Resume normal schedule - January 16,1977, 7:00 am.
HAVE A HAPPY HOLIDAY!
were notified by Dean Tilles to
organize a social committee that
would plan activities for each dorm.
Tilles stated, "As of now, only half
of the dorms have come through
with things to do together." If the
dorm money is not spent by the
students, it goes back into the
college budget.
Approximately eight dpllars per
student living in the dorm is
allotted to each residence hall.
These funds may be used by the
whole dorm or by small groups
within the dorm, as long as the
money is fairly distributed. Tilles
commented that "all of the funds
should not be spent on beer
parties. Students should use their
imagination. There are things to do
on and off campus,"
Several residence halls are"
using their funds for semi-formal
dances at Hamlin Hall. Highrise
was the first dorm to have a
semi-formal. Elton's semi-formal
Christmas dance is this Thursday
night. Jones had a happy hour and
a coffee house. Northam used its
funds for a Halloween party and
90-92 Vernon Street had a pumpkin
carving party. Future plans for
dorni social activities include pic-
nics at West Hartford Reservoir
and brunch at the Last National
Bank.
An estimated 1077 permits
were issued this year compared to
812 parking spaces. Of the 1077
permits, Garofolo estimated that
300 are faculty and an undeter-
minate number of non-resident
students. He added that, in some
cases, commuters are granted
more than one ticket so as to have a
choice of which ear to bring.
Of the spots on campus, 274 are
reserved for faculty during class
hours, or. in some cases, until 8
p.m. This leaves 538 daytime
parking spaces for 774 student
c a r s . • ' . ' • ' : - .
The fact that approximately 230
students have to park outside of
security's jurisdiction increases the
threat of theft that already exists
within campus bounds. This figure
does not include the 109 cars
registered with off-campus stick-
ers.
The real security problem is
manifest in the night-time hours,
when statistically, there should be
enough free spaces for students to
park on campus. Even if this were
so, most campus lots are peripher-
ally located and it is very difficult
for security to protect cars against
vandals. There are some 22-23 lots
across campus. Of their tour of
coverage, Garofolo states: "It is
not an easy task (given that they
are) spread over some ninety
acres."
So far this, year, eleven cars
have been1 stolen. Four were1'
parked either at Allen Place, the
rear of Allen East and Allen West,
or the Jackson-Wheaton lot. Four
others were stolen from Summit
Street. The location of the other
three was not recorded.
One student victim of a theft
blames security for laxity in
patrolling/He said: "There are too
many security people lying around
idle who are great about doing
things after the fact, but as their
record shows, they do little before
the fact.
Security does plan to add two
- new staff members at some point
this year, but Garofolo stressed
that as long as calls exceed
available men, priorities must be
given to life over property.
A major concern of security is
the distance from some student
parking lots to dorms. Jarvis,
Seabury, Goodwin, Woodward,
Cook, Elton, and Jones do not have
parking facilities, It is dangerous
for a resident of one of these dorms
returning late at night to park at
the Field House or Broad Street
and make the trek back alone.
Garofolo acknowledges this
problem. The escort service was
designed to alleviate the situation,
but, Garofolo admits, it is imprac-
tical in its present form. Barring
those who have phones in their
curs, alerting security of one's
arrival is difficult. Since security
can not longer use the Mather
.entrance...and drive through cam-
pus, access to student's waiting In
lot.s is neither easy nor prompt.
Several solutions to the parking
, problem on campus have been
proposed, including the construc-
tion of new facilities by the heating
plant, Jackson, Crescent Street,
Seabury, and Crow, and increasing
the capacity of the Downs Mem-
orial circle. The executive commit-
tee on College Affairs turned down
all requests with the exception of
the Seabury lot, which is still
pending decision. The reason given
is that students do not make use of
some of the lots already in exist-
ence. Examples are the Broad
Street lot behind the football field
and the Religion lot on the far east
end of Vernon Street. Neither lot is
very well lit or near campus dwell-
ings.
Many students opt to park off
campus on Summit Street because
, of the danger of crossing campus,
unaccompanied. In doing so, they
make their cars vulnerable to theft:
indeed, Summit Street has the
highest incidence of vandalism.
When asked about the possibility of
patrolling the area, even though it
is off campus, Garofolo said,
"Summit Street is not under our
jurisdiction." He added, however,
that security does try to oversee it
whenever possible, but must give
precedence to on Campus prob-
lems.
It is evident that campus
parking -is inadequate. In Garo-
folo's words, "We do have a
problem, don't we?" The difficul-
ties are manifold, and there is no
easy solution. Perhaps one answer
in the short run would be to make
some faculty lots available for
students. The Jarvis lot is a
possibility- Certainly it is safer,
both for the vehicle and the person,
for the faculty to use the peripheral
lots for daytime parking.
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Faculty Close-Up:
Albert Joseph Howard Jr,
by Leigh Breslau
Nuclear energy is a field very
much in the public eye. The OPEC
nations in the Arab world are
considering major price hikes as
winter approaches, a time when
world needs rise. Solar energy is a
nebulous source for a number of
reasons. First, the need for power
is greatest during the winter,and at
night (periods marked by least
sun-light). Secondly, to supply total
energy requirements for the United
States would involve covering the
area of the state of Arizona with
solar collectors, and perfecting
highly efficient storage and trans-
port systems.
Dr. Albert Joseph Howard, Jr.
is chairman of the physics depart-
ment at Trinity College. It wa^
during my interview with him that
these, facts', were divulged, His
major academic interests lie in the
fields of nuclear physics arid
astrophysics. I had the mistaken
impression that nuclear physics
was on the rise, but this miscon-
ception was quickly cleared up.
Nuclear engineering, concerned
with aspects of nuclear technology,
is of greater importance at present.
Howard stated that the theory
behind nuclear energy is 'well-
understood. The greatest difficul-
ties lie in waste disposal, and the
high cost of nuclear fuels. Howard
•believes these difficulties will be
alleviated, and favors nuclear
energy as our1 major energy source
of the future. >
Howard, and I discussed the
continuing oil crisis. According to
Howard^ 50% of those controlling
the, Nuclear Energy Commission
have come from the ranks of the oil
companies. Often the executive
offices of oil companies are filled
with these same civil service
employees who have simply left the
government and taken new jobs in
the field they know best. There is,
Howard observed, a major conflict
as these oil experts make laws
which eventually serve their own
interests when they enter the
private sector. Howard reported
that President-elect Carter is con-
sidering signing a bill when he
. takes office which will make it
impossible for these ex-bureau-
crats to join the oil compnies for a
two to five year period. The only
difficulty with this bill, Howard
felt, is that this restriction seems to
interfere with constitutional rights.
Howard has been deeply in-
volved in research, both at Yale,
his alma mater, and at the
California Institute of Technology.
He has, to date, published twenty-
seven papers, all of a highly
technical nature. Research funds
are being cut down, and present
funds buy less and less. While the
national inflation rate is about 8%,
the rate in the scientific community
is 15%! Despite this, Howard has
made numerous gaseous isotopic
studies, and more recently, some
studies in physical properties of
stars.
I asked Howard why he chose to
teach here at Trinity since he had
received all his degrees from such a
prestigious institution as Yale. He
seemed to prefer teaching under-
graduates, and has no aversion to
pre-medical students. So many
professors voice negative feelings
toward this special breed of
students whom Howard feels are
often brighter and highly motiva-
ted. They suffer, he stated, from
intense pressures, and must be
viewed in this light. Howard has
insured involvement in the under-
graduate program by teaching
courses at every academic level
here at Trinity, from Physics 101 to
409. He initiated and directed an
Atomic Energy Commission match-
ing funds .grant for the estab-.
lishment of nuclear laboratory
facilities at Trinity,,and sponsored
a National Science Foundation
independent research program
here until 1971. He, along with the
physics department, sponsored a
Nuclear Energy Symposium two
years ago, during which well-
known experts from both sides of
the issue presented theories and
Three Fellows Named
Three alumni have been elected
to the Trinity College Board of
Fellows. Elected as Senior Fellows
are Charles Kurz 11 '67, Phila-
delphia, Pa. and Thelma M.
Waterman '71, Groton, Conn.
Robert D. Chamberlain '55, West
Simsbury. Conn., was elected as
Junior Fellow.
The Board of Fellows consti-
tutes' the official examiners of
Trinity College who work on special
projects as directed by the Presi-
dent of the Board of Trustees.
' While at Trinity College,
Charles Kurz served on the Mather
Hall Board of Governors and as
business manager and editor-in-
chief of the student publication
' 'The Ivy.'' In 1969 he received the
M.B.A. from the Wharton School
of the University of Pennsylvania,
specializing in business manage-
ment and transportation. He is now
TIK Trinity TRIPOD, vol. 75,
issue 12. December 7,1976. The
TRIPOD is published weekly on
Tuesdays, except vacations,
during the academic year. Stu-
dent subscriptions are included
in the student activities fee;
other subscriptions are $12.00
per year. The TRIPOD is printed
by the Palmer Journal Register,
Palmer,Mass.,and published at
Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.
06106. Second-class postage
paid in Hartford, Connecticut,
under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Advertising rates are S2.0C per
column inch, $35 per quarter
page, S65 per half- page,5- tand
$123,for a full-page, '
ideas,, accompanied by astronom-
.ical viewing, films, and science
exhibits.
Howard lives near New Haven
with his wife Mary, and four
children, the eldest of whom is
twelve. He has a fine sense of
humor, is highly approachable, and
has a genuine interest in his
students as people. While his use
of the language is often mathemati-
cally based, he uses very practical •
examples in classes, and is easily
understood, an amazing ability in
such a complex and oft-troubling
field. All in all, he is extremely
pleasant. Trinity must make sure
that he feels no compunction to
move elsewhere. He is too good to
lose. :
Dr. Gary Matthews spoke on philosophical thinking in children
last Thursday evening. >, photo by Gretehen Mathe
Reverse Discrimination
an executive of the Keystone
Shipping Company in Philadelphia.
Active in Trinity alumni affairs,
Kurz is class agent and a partici-
pant in regional and national
organizational activities.
Thelma M. Waterman is direc-
tor of the Office of Community
Affairs, at Connecticut', College,
New,jCondon. In addition to,,the
, B.A. from Trinity, she was. ^ward-
ed the A.A. degree from Hartford
College for Women and expects to
ji-ppeij/ejthe .Master,.of Diyinityjfrpm -
Yale University Divinity School in
the Spring of 1977. She has
"received numerous awards for
community involvement, amojig
them the Fislizohn Award for
Community Service, the Lane
Bryant Award for Community
Service and the Haffner Book
Award for volunteer services in
North Hartford. She is listed in
"Who's Who Among Black Amer-
icans" and in the "World Who's
Who of Women."
Robert D. Chamberlain is vice
president, advertising and public
relations department, of the Conn-
ecticut General Life Insurance Co.
Chamberlain joined Connecticut
General on a part-time basis while
still a student at Trinity. He later
was appointed senior sales promo-
tion assistant, director of advertis-
ing and public relations and, in
197(>, vice president, advertising
and public relations. A past
president of the Farmington Valley
.Junior Chamber of Commerce,
Chamberlain is a member of the
Life Insurance Advertisers Assoc-
iation1 and. , the- Association -of
National Advertisers.
During its '76-77 term, the
U.S. Supreme Court may be finally
forced to rule on the controversial
issue of reverse discrimination—a
move that could halt many affir-
mative action hiring, and admis-
sions practices..
Reverse discrimination—bias
against white males as a result of
programs geared for minorities and
women—has been charged in over
a dozen suits in the past few years.
With sfiffer competition for jobs
and school admissions, some white
males have argued that their
constitutional rights are violated
when policies in hiring or education
give preference to minorities.
It's no secret that the Supreme
Court hasn't been eager to take a .
stand on the dispute. In fact, the
court has declined to hear, several
such cases, or fuled: on technical-
ities that avoided the key points.
But appeals to the high court
appear likely, on several cases this
year.
Some justices have maintained
that the Fourteenth Amendment,
which bars racial discrimination,
applies to white males as well as
minority groups. Others content
that because of past discrimination,
resulting in a shortage of blacks
and women in some jobs and
colleges, affirmative action is just a
tool for promoting equality. .
Although no one can be certain
about how the U.S. Supreme Court
will act, the recent conservative
trend on the bench indicates that
reverse discrimination may be
banned.
Last year, the court ruled, in
McDonalds:.vs. the Same Fe Trail
,:Transportation Co,,, that the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 "is not limited
to discrimination against any parti-
j.cjiilanraef .''.Injtha^.Tex.a5 case,- the
court said it was unfair to discharge
white employees accused of a crime
when blacks were not discharged
also. , : ; ' ,•,./.
However, the case most likely
to settle the issue of reverse
discrimination involves a student
who was denied admission to the
University of California at Davis
.Medical School. The university's
quota for minoHty admissions was
recently ruled unconstitutional by
the California Supreme Court.
The court concluded that the
program "afforded preference on
the basis of race to persons who, by
the university's own standards, are
not as qualified for the study of
medicine as non-minority appli-
cants denied admission...the equal
protection clause applies to any
person, and its lofty purpose is
incompatible with the premise that
some races be afforded a higher
degree of protection against un-
equal treatment than others.''
Nevertheless, other state courts
have sharply disagreed with the
California, verdict. In DeFunis vs.
Od<igaardV the Washington Sup-
reme Court ruled it was constitu-
tional for a law school "to remedy
racial imbalance through its min-
ority admissions policy." It held
that a university could.accept some
qualified minority candidates with
lower grades and test scores and
reject other applicants who would
have been admitted.
In another case, the New York
Court of Appeals allowed "benign
discrimination" which favored
minority, admissions to a state
medical school. "It would be
ironic," said the court, "were the
equal protection clause used to
strike down measures designed to
achieve real equality.''
In Colorado, a U.S. District
Court judge ruled, that a school can
legally select which minority
groups in the population merit
special consideration on the basis
of past discrimination and under-
representation in the law profes-
sion. In that case, a student denied
admission to the University of
Colorado'sued on the grounds that
as an Italian-American he should
be given the same special treat-
ment as blacks and Chicanos. '
As decisions for both sides of
the dispute continue to pile up, the
fate of many of the innovative
affirmative action programs hand
in the balance. At the same time,
statistics show that, since the
economic recession, blacks and
women have been making little




This coming week, MBOG is
presenting two end-of-class events.
On Wednesday night, December 8,
from 9 to 1, the annual Last Day of
Classes Dance will be held in the
dining.hall. •
The dance will feature the Rock
Mountain Band from Georgia.
After building a large following in
the South, they set out to capture a
national following. This will be one
of their first appearances in the
northeast. Their music is not
the typical southern sound of the
Allman Brothers of Marshall Tuck-
er, but instead is a synthesis of
many influences, particularly the
San Francisco sound of the Jeffer-
son/TVirplane-Starsliip' and the
Grateful Dead.1''Their record,, a
single release in Georgia, and their
pir'fprhiaces.'ir'e' rnarlted rjy true
professionalism. The sound of Rock
Mountain is rhythmic and driving,
but simultaneously melodic. This
band is by far the best and most
professional to play at a Trinity
dance this semester. Admission is
only fifty cents and free beer.and
vodka punch will be served.
The second concert of the week
is on Thursday night, December 9
at 8:30 p.m. in Austin Arts Center.
It features Epic recording artist
Jirhmie Spheeris. a pianist, song-
writer and singer. Robin Lane will
do the opening act.
Spheeris released four albums.
His -latest, Ports of the Heart,
displays his excellence and crea-
tiveness. His music can be classi-
fied in the mellow folk rock vein
with sonic jazz influences. His live
peiformaces. accompanied by a
five 'piece band, have received
critical acclaim. Again, do not pass
up and enjoyable and very inex-
pensive evening of entertainment.
'Adniissirin is:cVnly $2!00 for Trinity
• students. S3.50 for others. Tickets
are oh sale at lunch and dinnerm
the Student Government office
from 1 to 5.



































WATKINSON LIBRARY HOURS WILL BE T31E SAME AS
TRINITY COLLEGE LIBRARY HOURS..
l l • - ' • - : " • ' ' : J - - ! _ l — -
^ ^ s r * JIU.TI. #r•*•• s w r ^ i ;
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Committee
by Alan Lcvine
In a short meeting held last
week, the Budget Committee con-
sidered a request by the College
Republicans and approved MBOU
amerrt umiract.s. Chairman .left'
Melt/.er was unable U> intend, .so
Jane Beddall chaired the meeting.
Since none of the attending (Com-
mittee members had belonged to
the Committee last year, a problem
arose a few times; no one knew how
lo handle certain problems that
Draft Evaders:
came up which had been covered in
past years.
To pay the band for tomorrow
night's Last Day of Classes Dance,
Mather Board of Governor's rep-
resentative. Ken Fein.svvog, re-
quested S500. The request was
granted overwhelmingly, with only
one abstention. For Thursday
night's Jimmy Spheeris concert,
MBOG is hiring an opening act.
Feinswot< asked for SI75 to hire
Robin Lane as the opening act, a
Amnesty vs Pardon
Now that the presidential elec-
tions are over, it is only a matter of
lime until President-elect' "Carter'
makes good on his campaign
promises of unconditional pardons
lo draft evaders.
The National Democratic Party
platform called for a "full and
complete pardon for those who
were in legal or financial jeopardy
because of their peaceful opposi-
tion to the Vietnam War, with
deserters to be considered on a
case-(e-ease hasis."
MoAcvtr. Carter said in Sept-
ember that he would not be bound
to the party platform and would
refuse to give pardons to draft
non-registrants or to upgrade less
than honorable discharges.
Harlier in his Campaign. Carter
stated that "amnesty means that.,,
what you did was right. Pardon
means what you did. whether it is
right or wrong, you're forgiven for
it. And I do advocate a pardon for
draft evaders."
.Stuart Ei/enstat. Carter's Dir-
ector of Policy and Issues, claimed
ihai the .new .administration's pol-
icy is '"not : one- of unconditional
pardon for deserters" but would
instead depend on several criteria,
one of which is whether or not the "
man was deserting because of
opposition to the war or opposition
to the Army itself. Such a condition
would be determined by a hearing
officer. Fi/enstat said, and offering
a hypothetical case he added that if
the man had deserted from the
middle of a key battle and had led
to the death of twenty people, he
probably ought not be pardoned.
Yet, the National Council for
Universal and Unconditional Am-
nesty (NCUUA) is questioning such
a condition and according to a
report by the Department of
Defense, only one percent of the
AWOL's that participated in Pres-
ident Ford's clemency program
deserted from combat situations.
Efforts to keep the amnesty
is.sue alive, on campus have been
weak and poorly attended. In
Madison Wisconsin, at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, a Julv
amnesty conference attracted only
40 workers. In September, 60
people attended a conference in
Des Moines, Iowa, where the
speaker was a minister from tlie
University of Iowa.
President Ford's amnesty pro-
gram does not meet with approval
by NCUUA which has called the
program a demonstration of "the
power of the President to upgrade
the military discharges as well a«
the futility of issuing amnesty of
pardon discharges." Arizona leg-
islature has given participants in
this program an especially difficult
time by passing a bill which
prohibits clemency discharge hold-
ers from getting publicly funded
jobs. And in Madison, Wisconsin,
in state law requires county
veterans affairs officers to have
honorable discharges.
Those who will be paying
particular attention to Carter's
treatment of the amnesty issue will
include a reported 8.700 draft
violators who have served sent-
ences, paid fines or gotten sus-
pended sentences. Ford's program
excluded these men and it is not
clear whether or not Carter will pay
closer attention. The largest group
of draft violators are non-regist-
rants who face up to $10,000 or five
years in jail. Neither Ford's nor
Carter's program include them.
And then there are the 792,000
veterans who hold less than
honorable discharges. These men
include the non-deserters who
refused orders to Vietnam, who
talked questioningiy about the war
or who even organized radical
newspapers. The fate of these men
is as unclear as President's Car-
ter's focus on the issue that simply
will not go away. Said Carter in
August, "Where I come from, most
of the men who went off to tight in
Vietnam were poor. They didn't
have the money to hide from the
draft in college...the Vietnam vet-
erans are our nation's unsung
heroes. I do not favor blanket
amnesty, but for those who violated
Selective Service laws, I intend to
urge a blanket pardon...For des-
erters, each case should be handled
on an individual basis in accor-









752 MAIN STREET AT CENTRAL ROW
HARTFORD; CT DIAL: A HOLD-UP
We make Jumbo Hot Grinders!
WHOLE grinder!
meat than wttat our competitors p t on a
Fact; Our half grinder has TWICE the amount of
request which was unanimously
granted.
The College Republicans have
reserved the Washington Room for
the night of January 21, when they,
in conjunction with the Connecticut
Federation of Republicans, will
sponsor a concert which will
include plenty of beer and a raffle.
Don Thompson, the College Re-
publican's representative, said that
this event is planned as a fund
raiser for the Connecticut Federa-
tion of Republicans, with a portion
of the profits going to Trinity's
organization. He requested $1000
from the Budget Committee to pay
for beer and ticket printing. The
band will be paid by the Feder-
ation. The event, which will be
open to Trinity students and
students from many other Con-
necticut colleges, is expected to
,attract, approximately, six hundred.
people, The Committee members
were rather amazed when Thomp-
son said that he was told to get
money to purchase about fifty kegs
of beer. Setli Price commented,
"You'll have rip-roaring Republi-
cans." The College Republicans
would be expected to return the
borrowed money to the Committee,
assuming they bring in enough
money.
No decision was made on this
request; many questions and comp-
lications still remain. Joan Berger
suggested that the group might
start looking for an alternate
location for the event because of all
the complications. Carl Guerricre
said he would feel better about
approving the request if more
information were provided. The
Committee told Thompson to bring
an itemized list of expenses to them
and to find out the definite number
of kegs desired; they still seem to
find fifty kegs a little hard to
believe.
Professor Ranblr Vohm speaks to a small group of students prior to




A 11:10 last Wednesday night,
a Trinity student returning from
ABC Pizza was robbed. Thirty
dollars and a grinder were taken.
As the students, John Brucato
'77, was walking along the west
side of Summit Street, two men
hiding in the pine trees jumped out
and grabbed him from the rear.
One of the assailants twisted his
arm and braced his head while the
other placed a metal object in
Brucato's back and removed his
wallcl.
The man took $30, put the
wallet back, and then ran to a car.
Brucato stated he thought the car
might have been a dark-colored
mustang. The other assailant in-
structed Brucato not to turn
around, remained momentarily,
then also fled to the car.
Brucato said he called Security
and the Hartford Police, both of
whom arrived within minutes. He
praised these organizations, de-
daring, ;'J'I think they do the best
job possible."
Brucato also complained that
the robbers had stolen a roast beef
grinder he had just purchased at
ABC. "I wouldn't have been so




continued from page 1
a prison term of from one to five
years and/or fine of 55,000.
According to Thomas D. Lips,
director of institutional affairs for
the College, Trinity is contemplat-
ing filing a charge of criminal
trespassing against Stringer.
Grades For Sex?
Students at the University of
Delaware have been bedding down
with their teachers to get that "A."
According to the president of
the University of Delaware, there
have been thirty to fortv instances
sexual harassment. He declined to
have occurred in the past year.
Speaking before the faculty senate
at the school, President E.A.
Trabant said that these incidents
have happened between "man and
woman, woman and man, man and
man and woman and woman." He
said that most of these cases come
to the school's attention through
letters or phone calls from parents.
Faculty Senate President Dr.
John Pikulski said that the faculty
is "very concerned" with charges
and-is attempting' to get ai more
"complete and thorough picture"
of the scope of the problem.
Claiming that incidents of this
nature are dealt with in a quiet.
effective and straightforward man-
mer, vice president of student
affairs Dr. John Worthcn did admit
"it is very difficult" to legally
substantiate anonymous letters or
phone calls that complain about
sexual harassment. He delined to
comment on whether or not any
university employee has been
reprimanded or fired because of
the charges.
Meanwhile, the Commission on
•the'Status'of Wbmen is'calling for
the issue to be aired publicly; Also,
they are now in the preliminary
stages of developing a plan of








Leslie McCuaig, Alice O'Conner,
Margaret Eisen. Robert Levy,
I: • • ! • . • . ' j
Diane Schwartz, Jal?e Vinton.
crepes
Exquisite dining atmosphere
lunch, dinner, Sunday brunch,
after-theatre treats





Atnerican Express, Diners Club
NUTSHELL TAVERN
LIVE MUSIC WEEKENDS featuring
Piano Boogie Woogie & Blues Sun Nite
Hours: Mon-Thurs 3:30-1 Fri - Sat 3:30 - 3 Sun 7-11




Sdeh FRENCH, SWISS ANDGERMAN SPECIALTIES
RESTAURANT — COCKTAIL LOUNGE
OPEN FROM 11 A.M. ~ 1:00 A.M.
FOOD SERVED UNTIL MIDNIGHT
CLOSED SUNDAYS
980 Farmington Ave., West Hartford, CT
236-3OS6
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Editorial
Trinity Fails As A Community
As the semester draws to a close, it is necessary to evaluate Trinity as a social
organism. Where does the college stand as a community?
Many have charged that the social life at Trinity is little more than a series of
cliques—"Frats", "Preps", "Jocks", "Freaks", and "the like". The social
programming is geared towards beer and boogie, and once classes are completed,
there is little else to do. In addition, there is a minimal amount of interaction among
the campus as a whole.
Many complain of being rooted in a work-play dichotomy by the lack of initiative
on the part of the faculty or administration to provide for extracurricular intellectual
activities. This semester, these problems have been dealt with to some extent.
MBOG has broadened its scope considerably, organizing numerous diverse
activities to appeal to a wider range of students. Lectures such as Eldridge Cleaver
and Lowell Weicker, various media events, monch-oute and a casino night are
examples of deviations from the previous norm. The Mellon Symposium and
Horizons series are commendable in offering intellectual diversions. Afternoon
get-togethers, s. ad Informal seminars in Biology and philosophy are sucessful
efforts towards bringing students closer to the faculty.
The, TRIPOD supports the efforts made by MBOG, the faculty and
administration towards Improving the social atmosphere on campus. Unfortunate-
ly, these efforts fall short. The amount of vandalism, Frat/non-Frat tension and
student apathy are symptomatic of a deeper social problem.
Too many students at Trinity are excluded from the social mainstream, left
without anywhere to go. Attempts to alleviate the situation by planning events like
Horizons fail to get at the problem's root. There remains little or no communal
spirit on campus. Students resort to Frats or Third World organizations because
there is nothing to draw them into a general sense of community. Until the problem
is examined hi greater depth, there will continue to be the negative trends now
evident on campus.
The TRIPOD wishes to extend its support to Dean Winer's Advisory Dean's
Committee and President Lockwood's Commitee, which are seriously examining
the social problem on campus, and hopes that they will go farther in the same
direction taken this semester. Our college cannot exist as a whole community until
it is discovered why alternatives to Trinity as community are sought.
A Positive Note
The TRIPOD applauds the actions taken by the four freshmen who captured the
assailant in North Campus Saturday evening. One vital step in the direction of
community is the concern of students for others' safety. The high incidence of crime
in Hartford in conjunction with an inadequate number of security officers makes it
imperative for Trinity students to assume a greater consciousness of crime
prevention.1 ' . . , . . . •
On a different note, this occurrence exemplifies the dangerous situation existing
in North Campus. Some remedies should be considered. The second floor could be
made coed, such as the present systems in Jarvis and Jones. The doors to North
Campus should all have either combination locks, or an electronic system. If
necessary, the females in North Campus could be moved to the center of campus.
Immediate solutions are keeping all doors and windows locked, and adding more
security to the area.
The attempted assault last Saturday is a harrowing way to end the semester. It
Is encouraging, however, that a potentially destructive incident was averted. The
continued support of students can help to prevent future crimes.
Letters
South African Protest Examined
To the Editor:
I was dismayed that the
TRIPOD editorial staff saw fit to
endorse the actions of those
individuals who disrupted Jeremy
Shearer's speech on November 18.
That Mr. Shearer was defend-
ing an apartheid policy -which is
repressive and dehumanizing is
undeniable. This is an emotional
issue, and it is certainly under-
standable that the South African
minister's presence on campus
should inspire some student reac-
tion, What I question are the
legitimacy and effiectiveness of
means that the demonstrators
employed to register their opposi-
tion to the South African regime.
When I arrived at McCook
Auditorium several minutes after
Mr. Shearer had begun speaking, a
large group of students (from
Trinity and elsewhere),was "sitting
in" outside the door of the room,
holding up placards, chanting
slogans, and distributing literature
on the South! African government.
This seemed to be an orderly and
legitimate means of protest. Act-
ua l ly , it was somewhat refreshing
to see a segment of the student
body, so often accused of apathy
and self-centeredness, turn put to
"take a stand" on a political issue.
The demonstrators had suc-
ceeded. They had made it clear to
Mr. Shearer, the World Affairs
Council, the press in attendance,
and the rest of the audience that
they weren't buying what Mr.
Shearer had to sell. But then
something went wrong. By disrup-
ting the address to the point where
Mr. Shearer was forced to leave the
room, the students violated his
right to freedom of speech (not to
mention an explicit regulation of
the College). The protesters took it
upon themselves to decide that the
audience, the majority of whom
had clearly expressed a desire to
hear Mr. Shearer out, should have
no say in the matter. Unilaterally,
they decided that since Mr. Shear-
er's government denied civil lib-
erties to blacks in South Africa,
they should deny civil liberties to
Mr. Shearer in the United States.
So much for the legitimacy of
the disruption. In terms of its
effectiveness, the political strategy
was a failure. What the media
Tripod
reported to the public was not that
Mr. Shearer delivered an address
which sounded like the pro-slavery
argument of the 1850's. What they
reported was that freedom of
speech does not exist at Trinity
College, and the Trinity students
will not permit an individual to
speak if they don't want to hear
what he has to say.
It is a pity that the demonstra-
tors did not realize that violations
of First Amendment freedoms are
not taken lightly in this society. By
taking their protests one step too
far, the demonstrators threw the
weight of public sympathy in Mr.
Shearer's direction. The cause of
freedom for South Africa's blacks
was poorly served by this action.
Kathy Frederick
Assistant to the President
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Pity for Trinity
To the Editor:
I had hoped to attend Mr.
Jeremy Shearar's speech on the
South African.question last Thurs-
day night (November 18), but was
unable to. I decided instead to read
abouj it in the TRIPOD, which has
in the past printed excellent
.summaries .^nd,,.analyses' of ,qn- ,
campus lectures; today, sitting
down to lunch with the latest issue
(1 missed breakfast), I discovered
that I seem to have missed quite a
show. Indeed, the protest demon-
stration received feature coverage
that made Alan Levine's article on
the speech look paltry by com-
Darison. While I in no way
condone the apartheid policies of
the South African government, I
found myself agreeing more with
the moderate sentiments of John
Shannon's letter than with the loud
rhetoric of Mac Margolis' com-
mentary (a shame; Margolis has
written some fine articles on the
situation in earlier issues) or with
the cheap-shot tactics of the
demonstrators.
Several years ago, as you will
• remember, a Nobel Prize-winning
(for his invention of the transistor)
physicist and engineer named Dr.
William Shockley attracted hyster-
ical press attention because of his
claim that blacks are genetically
inferior to whites. It was clear to
reasonable people from the begin-
ning that Dr. Shockley was talking
through his hat (and over his head)
in a field he knew next to nothing
about; nevertheless, the Relevant
Liberals rose up on campuses all
over the country, shouting and
yelling about it, and made Shockley
from a racist eccentric into ' a
front-page media celebrity !i and
household word. Apparently the
lesson1 has 'b'e'eri 'missed by the
forward-thinkers at Trinity.
No moral person can agree with
the South African government's
stand on the race question. The fact
that there was sufficient interest in
the opposing viewpoint to organize
a demonstration against Mr.
Shearar's speech was a worthwhile
and valid sign of public opinion; the
fact that not just a handful, but 75
demonstrators, and clearly rather
enthusiastic demonstrators at that,
showed up" underlines the state-
ment.
All right; To stand in front of
McCook, or even in the auditorium,
with 75 sign-carrying, peaceful
protestors would have been a sane
and a laudable method of gaining
public attention for the cause. To
chant slogans, however, to crash
into the auditorium; to disrupt the
outside-community representatives
of the World Affairs Center—which
has been bringing people's atten-
tion to Third World and other
international issues in the Hartford
area before most of the demonstra-






I found the TRIPOD editorial of
last November 23 somewhat am-
using. We are presented with a
succinct statement of the problems
now existing in South Africa. The
charge of racist repression is
backed up by impressive statistics.
But does the TRIPOD advocate the
use of such statistics in closely
questioning a member of that racist
regime? Alas, no.
Instead, it suggests that we all
jump up and down, wave signs,
and shout slogans. Apparently the
TRIPOD feels that this would
demonstrate the virtues of a free
and open system quite effectively.
The TRIPOD declares that, the
South African state "perpetuates
itself on the exploitation and
deprivation of the majority." Bu t
can the TRIPOD decry this repres-
sion on moral grounds, when it is at
' the same time advocating the
repression of unpopular ideas?
The TRIPOD states, that, .the,
disruption was justified because it
forced, "uninformed individuals to
contemplate the severity of the
issue". Yet the speaker was only
too glad to hang himself with his
own words. And, for those unable
to see the inherent hypocrisy in
what he said, a few well-pointed
questions based on solid fact would
inform those "uninformed indivi-
duals" much more effectively than
a simplistic chant of "Free South
Africa Now!" A demonstration
such as that which occurred only
serves to shift the focus of attention
from the important issues at hand
to the motives and actions of the
demonstrators.
Those who participated in the
demonstration are certainly
thoughtful and articulate people, as
demonstrated by their commen-
taries in the TRD?OD. Why could
they not use their abilities in
questioning the Representative ot
the South African Government
insead of obscuring the issues
involved by drawing more attention
to their actions that those of the
South African government?
Paul Backofen
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Commentary
Mellon Symposium:
Psych Department Family Feuds
by Jon Zonderman
"It was like being present at a
family fight," commented Drew
Hyland the next day. Dr. Hyland,
one of the five Mellon Symposiasts,
was commenting on the colloquium
held the evening before.
The colloquium leader had been
Dr. Alan Fink of the Psychology
department, and the title had been
"The Two Disciplines of Psycho-
logy and the Implications for the
Curriculum." Much of the Psycho-
logy department was present, as
well as psvchologists from other
institutions-
The issue being argued
throughout the night was that of
the empirical school of psycholo-
gists, of whom Freud is the
greatest example, and the clinical
school, represented by Wund.
Liberal Theology Critiqued
by Jon Zonderman
For the second time in less than
a week, the Mellon Symposium
presented a public discussion on
the topic of religion. This time it
was by Dr. Frank Kirkpatrick of the
, Trinity Religion department.
Dr. Kirkpatrick's presentation
was a discussion and critique of
liberal theology. Apparently,
people were into other things just
before the Thanksgiving break,
because the colloquium only drew a
crowd of about 20.
The main critique of liberal
theology made by Dr. Kirkpatridc
was that it is so wishy-washy that it
doesn't ask religion to enter into
human conduct and social issues.
The main tenets of liberal
theology are that almost anything
goes.
Theology and religion are a
reflection of the culture they
appear in. Liberal theology, spring-
ing up in the' 19tH century, tried to
reconcile religion with science,
* instead of maintaining religion as
•- basically contrary to science. The
liberal theologians d^rnythpjogized
both;the Bibteitniitn|cji6|iJ^fj T
In this way 'theology, according
to Kirkpatrick, was "allowed to
annihilate itself. It gave up both
the thought of transcendence and
the search for an objective truth."
According to liberal theology,
religion is experienced. All forms
of religious Observance are legit-"'
imate and universal tolerance is a
virtue. This rules out any idea of
absolutes.
This idea of universal tolerance
is a very popular one todays In his
presentation before the discussion,
Kirkpatrick attempted to point out
some of the dangers in a view of
universal tolerance. His largest
objection is that this position leaves
its adherents ambivalent in their
attitude towards the state. They are
usually unable to criticize the state,
and its attitudes. Therefore, they
end up tacitly endorsing the" state.
The opinion of the liberal theolo-
gian is that the state can be
Christianized. So criticism is buried
for an attempt to Christianize.
Liberal theology attempts not tor
be offensive to reason, or to
anyone's ideas of politics. For this
reason, liberal theology does not
breed liberal politics. It. doesn't
attempt to criticize the culture or
the attitudes of a time., , ,,., ;
The empirical school will de-
velop a theory on the basis of
observations of human nature, and
is willing to change the theory
because of empirical or clinical
research. The clinical school, on
the other hand, will theorize only
what can be quantifiably proven
from laboratory results.
The argument is somewhat
artificial. A setting up of straw
men, because no matter which
school of psychology one belongs
to, one needs the other to exist. It is
a dialectic situation. If a laboratory
subject reacts in a certain way, who
dares, except those who question
whether the same subject will react
in a similar way in a real situation.
Conversely, if someone pointsi
out, rather obviously, that a subject
reacts in a given way to a given
situation, no one really cares,
Horizons:
except one who would ask if the
subject would react the same way if
the situation were isolated from
daily experience.
There was also an out of family
argument. In his presentation, Fink
set up the Mellon Symposium as a
similar dichotomy, with himself in
the position of quantifier, and the
other as the empiricists. He
pointed out that when another
member of the symposium posited
a theory, "the social scientist in me
demanded, 'what evidence was
there for -this ialaim'." But "the
philosopher had no obligation to
show the psychologist," They did
not have to present data, to deal
with "facts," or to experiment.'
This claim was argued by both
Drs. Hyland and Kirkpatrick, both
of whom argued that Fink was
asserting that the psychologist's
definition was the only valid one.
They argued that other disciplines
could have different definitions of
these words, and that the defini-
tions of these terms used in
psychology merely constituted an-
other philosophy
As usual in intellectual debate,
little was solved. However, this
evening did provide the audience,
which, unfortunately, was very
'small, the best example of really
heated intellectual debate thus far
shown in the public session's of the
symposium.
The colloquia were designed
to present the public with a glimpse
of what' these fiVe academicians do
in their Tuesday and Thursday
afternoon encounters. This time it
was really successful.
Mace Discusses Perception Theory
•iright and wrong, this ̂ abdication of••*
a spcial conscience, is what Dr.
Kirkpatrick sees as the "bank- .
ruptcy of liberal theology." ,
One might have suspected from
the desolation on campus Tuesday
that everyone had left early for
Thanksgiving. But come eight
o'clock, the students poured into
the Washington room for another
of the Horizons lectures.
The lecture on Perception
Theory in general, and the changes
in a person's face through aging in
particular, was delivered by the
Chairman of the Psychology de-
partment, Associate Professor Bill
Mace. . • !<
In, his lecture, Mace discussed
the ideaiof considering the human
face as a pattern, and described the
research being done in an attempt
to understand, the' chang'es a face •
undergoes;during the course of a
lifetime as a change in the specifics
;• of thb'pattern without changing the
general forni of the pattern itself.
In other words, over the course
of time a face will change because
of growth, changes in weight, and
general agir)g; yet this will have no
affect on the overall resemblance of
one face to another, or on the
individuality of any particular face.
In the study of a face, one must
look at what changes along with
what does not change.
During growth and aging, the
face undergoes a transforma'tibn. It
is difficult to represent1 this'trans^
formation by a specific formula, but
it has been tried. The most
successful is to put the shape of the
face on a grid. By changing the
degree angle of the grid, the
contour of the face is changed in a
wayi" which approximates the
growth and aging of a face.
This ^'coordinate transforma--
tion," i Mace: pointed out, "is
similar to what an artist does when
drawing a caricature. The artist,
like the psychologist, puts the face
in a framework, and then changes
the entire framework in a way that
produces noticeable differences
(i.e. the caricature) yet docs not
destroy the resemblance of the
artist's caricature to the original
character."
,Qne might ask, and with good
treason, what the necessity for such
research is. The only concrete
example of practical use that Mace
gave was plastic surgery. If a
plastic surgeon or an orthodontist
were to be able to plot mathemat-
ically t;he:re§ulfs pf his work pyer a
an individual's lifetime, he could
make" s.ii're that today's surgery
would .still look good^years from :
now. .'.' , . !,.,. ... ,,..
More Letters
continued from page 4
was—to pout like an arrogant child
and say "let him say .a couple of
words before we start again," or to
perpetuate the pamphleteering of
1 some writers on the subject, whose
oh-so-winsome sarcasm has all the
subtlety of a dropped rock (and half
the literary merit)—to do all this is
overkill. Considering the artistic '
success of the demonstration, Mr.
Shearar, Mr. Terek''et al showed
admirable restraint. Such temper-
tantfurh'strategic^ can only' attract
sympathy for Mr. Shearar; the next
step after that is sympathy for his
cause—and that is counter-produc-
tive. (Yes, TRIPOD, I said "coun-
ter-productive.").
During the height of the furor
over Dr. Shockley's proposal, a
debate was scheduled at Yale
between the doctor and William
Rusher, William F. Buckley's
right-hand man on the National
Review. All of the press Was there;
liberals and conservatives alike
anticipated the results. There were
none; a hardcore group of morally
outraged Yalies conducted a loud
and raucous demonstration in the
auditorium, forcing the organizers '
to abort the debate completely
before it ever got started and
leaving Shockley and Rusher sit-
ting helpless on stage. During the
worst of the uproar, Shockley stood
up, crossed to a blackboard on a
corner of the stage, picked up a
Piece of chalk and wrote "Pity for
Yale."
Pity for Trinity.
' Eric Grevstad '80
Crisis Situations
To the Editor:
Rather than fill out forms
regarding the type of music to be
piped in, or whether or not a
rearrangement of tables would be
nice, we should deal with more
important considerations regarding
the problems ; of Mather Hall
Cafeteria.
It must be recognized that the
number of pqopje eating jn Mather,
constitute a crisis situation. A
dining facility built to accom-
modate 400-600 people now crams
close to 1100 in the same area.'
Rearranging lines and salad bars
has proven ineffective. At no time
has this situation been, so hectic
and confused. Rather than expand
on the frenzied bedlam that exists
within those four walls, I will
propose my solution: the Board of
Trustees must vote the funds for a
new, second dining facility. The
building of such a facility obviously
will necessitate time, money, and
the ironing-out of arising problems.
1 propose that faculty members be
encouraged to eat in their homes or
bring their lunches temporarily, so
that Hamlin Hall may relieve some
of the pressure % from Mather.
Faculty should be permitted to eat
in Hamlin, but their numbers must
be reduced temporarily while a new
dining facility is being built.
The expansion of the library is
long overdue. Books fill the base-
ment of the Life Science Center.
Currently, there is'no room in the
library, and yet, 1 envision no
cut-backs in future admissions. I
only hope construction will be
complete before it becomes ob-
solete.
The original plot of land sold to
Trinity was suitable for its small
undergraduate body. Since then
the campus had been fille'd in with
buildings, and the student body
has kept growing. As each'sucCes-'
sive class matriculates with more
students, the two nerve centers'•of
the college, the stadent center "aM'
the library, unfortunately remain
small and inadequate. Fields ad-
jacent to Ferris and Smith could be
• used for expansion. The present
overcrowding will turn applicants
away from Trinity, and undermine
its prestige.
There is not time for delay; the
library expansion has been drawn
out interminably with rising costs





In view of the recent (if not
continual) SAGA food controversy,
as reflected in the past few
TRIPODS, I thought this clipping
from the British National Union of
Students' November issue would
be rather interesting: "Students
at Trinity College Cambridge
threatened this month to boycott all
meals in their refectory for a week.
The food, they say, is terrible.
Cambridge University Conser-
vative Association, which usually
holds its annual dinner at Trinity*
says it may break an 11-year
tradition and' hold the event in a
Cambridge hotel.
Trinity students are charged 48
pounds a year for meals whether
they eat at the college or not, and in
addition pay up to 63 pence for a
meal I;Sin - the: refectory. -Sttfdents
wafjt the fixed charge abolished. »*•.
Lord Butler, Master of Trinity,
1 dismissed claims that the food was
bad as 'absolute nonsense', and
added that tSP$J& «tf ttfae crowned
heads of Europe have eaten here
and it does not seem to have done
them any harm'/ '
Believe it or not, SAGA is
undoubtedly a gourmet's delight
when compared to the rations they
call food over here, What I
wouldn't do for some of that extra
good veal parmtgiana just dripping
with flavor or that truly bountiful
beef stew, chock full of mystery
delights.:.
Trinity, your palates never
"knew it so good."
Salivatingly yours,
Jim Essey '78
ALA-London School of Economics
A Worm's Retort
To the Editor:
As a fully-segmented member
of the Societas de Vermis, I feel
compelled to respond to "Early
Bird's" Setter of several weeks ago.
in which, the nature of functions of
our organization were viciously
distorted. In particular, 1 'object to
his contention that we are unisex-;
ual, finding "stimulation in each
other." On Ihe contrary, vast
heterosexual experience is a. re-
quirement for membership. In-
deed, Segment) have;bcen know to
carouse about the campus with only
the most lascivious and voluptuous
damsels. A Freudian analysis of
Early Bird's argument would per-
haps fSria him beset by "One-
eyed-worni envy.'" . -\
The only other point worth
dignifiying with a response is Early
Bird's observation that \v.e dre' "at
the roots" of many campus, organi-
zations. Indeed, this is true:
Vermis have established grass-
roots pockets of influence, infil-
trating such power centers as the
TRIPOD, WRTC. the Jesters, and
the Office of Professor Clyde
McKee. Of course, one place you
will not find us is in the Student
Government Association!
1 have wasted enough time






To the Trinity Community:
1 would sincerely like to thank
anyone who helped in the appre-
hension of the attacker at North
Campus Saturday night and in.
supporting .me in the aftermath of
the incident. It is in times of crises
like this, that one realizes that
Trinity students are committed to
helping one another.
Once again, thank urn.
Niime withheld In
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Arts and Reviews
Alternative Shopping Guide for Holiday Music
by Ira Goldman
For all those who have yet to do
their Christmas or Hannukah
shopping and have a music fan or
two in mind, I offer the following
i suggestions. Here is a quick glance
of some of the finer progressive
rock and jazz albums that were
•released over the past year. It must
; be kept in mind that these are not
,for those who spend a great deal of
time listening (and loving) AM Top
40, but for those whose tastes are a
bit more sophisticated and are
looking for. "something more" to
grace xheir.turntables in the new
year, Have a Happy Holiday
Season! ' '
.Genesis—A.' Trick of the Tall;
Atco Records; $6.98 (list price).
Former lead singer Peter Gabriel,
whose nersonality, stage costumes
and style were so much a part of
Genesis both on stage and on
record, is gone. However, Genesis
proved that they were unaffected
by Gabriel's absence with this LP
released in February. British rock
mag Melody Maker named this
alburn Namero Uno both in
England and in the world. There
are no bad songs on the disc, with
almost all the tunes receiving
heavy airplay on US FM stations.
Very melodic, yet with complex
instrumentation and excellent lyr-
ics. Phil Collins, the group's
drummer, stepped in to take over
the lead vocals and sounds amaz-
ingly like Gabriel. This is indeed a
super album, with songs like
"En tang l ed , " "Squonk ," and
"Ripples" standing out. An excel-
lent follow-up to The Lamb Lies
Down on Broadway and a must for
7any collection.
Brand X—Unorthodox Behav-
ior; Passport; $6.98. Speaking of
Phil Collins, he was doubly ambi-
tious this year. After taking over as
leader of Genesis, he proceeded to
get together with some old friends
to re-create the old jazz-rock group
that he was a member of before
Genesis. The result—an excellent
new LP in the-jazz-rock style that
has caught on quickly in the U.S.
Definitely worth the price.
Boston—Boston; Epic; $6.98.
This hard-rock outfit came blast-
ering their way out of Beantown
early this fall, much to everyone's
surprise. Headed by an MIT grad,
this powerful group utilizes all
kinds of technological innovations
and gimmicks to alter their sound.
This album's strength lies in the
group's ability to synthesize har-
monics and hard-rock, with the end
jesult being a powerful, innovative
and melodic LP. Look for much
more in the future from these boys,
but for now, a real surprise. Sound
like Queen at times—"More than a
Feeling" was the song that pro-
pelled this into the charts.
Al Stewart—Year of the Cat;
Janus; $6.98. Perhaps the finest of
all the Al Stewart albums to date.
No need to talk a lot about this
album, its sheer excellence speaks
for itself. This album would be a
good gift for almost any music fan,
regardless of taste.
Chris Squire—Fish Of Oar
Water; Atlantic; $6.98". The bass
player (and one of the best
anywhere) for Yes, this is one of
the year's top albums. No guitar is
present on this effort, but the
reunion of ex-Yessmates Squire
and Bill Bruford, joined by
present Yes keyboardist Patrick
Moraz and Mel Collins (King
Crimson) and Jimmy Hastings
(ex-Caravan) make this superb.
Anyone who remembers the nost-
algic Yes-days of The Yes Album,
Fragile and Close to the Edge
should really love this. For Yes
fans, this is the closest they'll get
to a real Yes album this year, with
the possible exception of:
Jon Anderson—OHas of Sun-
hillow; Atlantic; $6.98. A solo
album in the true sense of the
word. Yes's lead singer, Anderson
is the only person who plays on this
album, already making it unique. It
would take the rest of this page to
list the number of instruments that
he plays and another page to
explain the story behind the lyrics.
Not an album for everyone, but one
that made it big in England and
abounds in keyboard, percussion
and vocal sounds. Quite interest-
ing, from a man who has been the
driving force behind Yes's creativ-
ity and spaciness.
Ralph Towner/John Abererom-
bie—Sargasso Sea; ECM; $6.98. A
beautiful album of guitar sounds
from two of the best new guitarists
in the jazz-rock field. Towner
concentrates on the acoustic guitar
and its variants (12-string, clas-
sical, etc.), while Abercrombie
works mostly with the electric
guitar and various gadgets to alter
its tone and sound. A soothing,
mellow effort. Ralph Towner and
Oregon will be appearing at Erica's
in New Haven through Thursday of
this week (see ad Valley Advo-
cate)—don't miss this rare appear-
ance of a fine new talent.
Soft Machine—Softs; Harvest
(Import). A new line-up (again) but
superb music (again)—it's the
same old story for Soft Machine,
The avant-garde fock-jazzsters of
the late sixties continue to inno-
vate. This is a real, beauty of an LP,
that should Impress almost any
listener. '
Bt-Bop Deluxe—Modern Mus-
ic, and Sunburst Finish; both
Harvest; both $6.98. Each album is
a masterpiece, either suitable for
gift-giving. Bill Nelson exhibits his
guitar, lyrical and other talents on
both. Modern Music has gone over
quite well in the U.S., both deserve
even more recognition than they
r have yet received. Try'em.
Additional Hints: Kansas—
Leftoverture; Kirshner. Steve
Hackett—Voyage of the Acolyte;
Chrysalis. Queen—A Night at the
Opera; Elektra. Strawbs—Deep
Cuts; Polydor-oyster. Daevid Al-
len—Good Morning; Virgin (Im-
port).
Lost Honor of Katharina Blum
by Nina George
Based on a true-story novel by .
Heinrich Boll, this film chronicles
the Kafta-esque nightmare of a
young woman mercilessly harr-
asscd by the police and the media,
after she has unknowingly given
shelter to a wanted leftist criminal.
In scarcely a week's time, Kath-
arina Blum's (Angela Winkler)
entire life-structure is destroyed by
the relentless probing of a quasi-
fascist police operation, intensified
and expanded through the insensi-
tive scandal-mongering of a prom-
inent newspaper.
The film opens as the fugitive
from justice (Ludwig) arrives in
Cologne, via ferry. He is being
photographed' by a plainclothes
policeman, who follows him
through two Mardi-Gras parties
that evening. At the second,
Ludwig encounter's the shy,
beautiful Katharina. They engage
in a tender dance and she invites
him to her apartment. Later there
are flashbacks indicating the two
are falling in love. Amongst the
costumed party-guests 'is a' polic'e-
. informant who radios Ludwig's
plans to a dragnet waiting to stake
out Blum's apartment building.
The affectionate couple is video
taped by the police as they wait for
the elevator in her place. The
following morning, nearly a dozen
masked, armed men beseige Kath-
arina' s small home, in pursuit of
Ludwig, who has escaped during
the night. After the riot squad tears
apart her apartment, Katharina is
then subjected to the police
commissioner's foul-mouthed
inquiries about her sex life and
political beliefs, and is given a
recta! examination in the nude in
front of the armed troopers.
She is allowed to dress and is
brutally hauled away to head-
quarters. Someone in the crowd
tells the news media, "We are
dealing with a dangerous terror-
ist!" At police headquarters, Blum
is further reviled and coerced by
police interrogators, while a popu-
lar journalist sets about extracting
"Test imony" from Blum's
family and friends. Outrageous,
damning lies and melodramatic
photographs are printed on the
paper's front page, creating a
public uproar overnight.
When Katharina is finally re-
leased, she comes home only to
encounter obscene phone calls, and
filthy, insulting letters accusing her
of being a "commie's whore."
All of the normal standards of
everyday life have been utterly
abused and distorted. In the name
of security,.the police have pried
into every aspect of this young
woman's life; the news media have
engaged in the most blatant
irresponsibility in the name of
freedom of the press, dragging
down her friends and relatives as
well,
As the manhunt for Ludwig
continues, public hysteria against
Blum mounts. The journalist
invades an intensive-care unit to
questibn^Katharina's critically- ill
mother, and subsequently prints a
fabricated "confession" attesting
to her daughter's subversive past.
Wfa® T^W^'WJ 1 ? t0 w'te1*
Kathafina's aunt, for another front
page scoop. "
Blum is forced to take refuge at
her aunt's home, from where she
telephones to the hiding Ludwig.
An illegal wiretap finally leads the
police to his hide-out, where the
fugitive is captured in what looks
like a full-scale battle with troops,
armored vehicles, and helicopters.
Katharina's mother dies, and a
hospital aide suggests that the
crisis is precipitated by the journ-
alist's intrusion may have caused
her death. Thus, the young woman
has lost the man for whom she
cares, her mother has died, her
apartment is in ruins, and people
insult her and stare at her in public.
Only her employers and family
have supported her and are willing
to go on as before.
But, demoralized and disil-
lusioned, Katharina decides to
revenge herself. Granting an ex-
clusive interview to the journalist,
who has so viciously destroyed her
honor in. complicity with the police,
she waits until he has further
taunted and even propositioned
her, and shoots him point blank
several times in succession,
In prison, Katharina has a brief
passionate encounter with Ludwig,
but they are torn apart by brutal
guards. Both their fates are left in
question, but the viewer can
conjecture as to what kind of
"justice" is likely to be adminis-
tered by such a system.
An epilogue shows the news-
paper publisher delivering a pom-
pous, hypocritical eulogy at the
journalist's funeral, touting free-
dom of the press as the hallmark of
a democracy.
The entire episode as it is
portrayed vividly brings all defini-
tions of freedom and democracy
into question. How far should the
police power of a state extend?
Does freedom of speech and press
allow for anyone to defame another
person with such license? What is
the meanijig'of and necessity for
individual privacy? AH of these
questions are.raised. Among them,
Can there be "humor in modern
capitalist society, and is "revenge"
for * Its ' * loss""••, still • 'possible or
necessary?
A further question that is raised
is, what can the individual do in the
face of such injustice? There are
intimations that banding together
in subversive groups, planning for
a revolution, is the only answer.
But the "anarchist" is captured,
too. Can neither the individual or
the collective solution succeed?
The message is complex.
This film has been very contro-
versial in Germany. Although the
events may seem like a "1984"
exaggeration, they were not. The
power and brutality of the anti-
terrorist sections of the West
German police has recently been
documented in news articles, and
the muckracking extremist journal-
ism bordering on pornography of
the popular media is readily
observable in Germany.
Cinematographically,
Schlondorff's and von Trotta's
work is the finest German film I
have yet seen. The photography is
beautiful and the montage-struc-
continued on page 7
Trinity Poets Betsy Tyson fleft] and Nina George [right] P1""0 bY ch'P CoM^
Trin Poets Excel
, Trinity poets Betsy Tyson and Nina George (en exchange from
Connecticut College) have been chosen by the judges of the
Connecticut Poetry Circuit as two of the four Connecticut Student
Poets for 1977. The two will travel around the state, giving public
readings of their works at Colleges and secondary schools, during
February and March.
Ms, Tyson is a student of Hugh Ogden, and poems Jiaye •.
• appeared in the Trinity Review. Winner of the Marshall Prize for.
Best Undergraduate Poetry in 1975, Ms. George has studied under
poet William Meredith, and has published several poems
professionally. Both poets' works will be appearing in the January
issue of the Trinity Review. '
Atheneum Exhibit
authority on Greuze. Actually, the
work of Greuze is very easy to look
at.
Greuze' was very much the
people's painter. At the height ot
his popularity, he was best known
for his moralistic genre scenes and
saccharine, doll-like portraits. His
popular work is well represented oy
such works as The Broken Eggs-
This painting tells a storyh of a
mother berating her son tor
causing the maid to break a basket
of eggs. But there is a deeper
significance that can be derived;
the woman may be rebuking w&
young man for getting the mm
pregnant.
Today this kind of pfcw«
seems rather quaint and even
cont. on page 8 •
by Julia B. Vlgneron
A large sampling of the life
work of Jean-Baptists Greuze
(1725-1805) is currently on exhibi-
tion at the Wadsworth Atheneum.
As a matter of fact, this is the first
exhibition that has been devoted
solely to this important eighteenth
century painter. This is a major
exhibit for the Atheneum and had
been planned for several years.
The results include 46 paintings
and 68 drawings culled from
museums and private collections
spanning seven countries.
This may all sound fairly
pompous and overbearing,
especially when one hears that one
of the major planners was Edgar
Munhall, Curator of the Frick
Collection in New York and leading
December.7, 1976,'The innity'iripba^'PageT
More Arts
"Six Characters" Questions Theater and Life
by Nina George
Pirandello's Six Characters in
Search of an Author is primarily a
complex philosophical reflection
upon the art of dramaturgy, taking
a cue from Shakespeare's quip "all
the world's a stage...." Following
in Bfecht's footsteps, Pirandello
sets out to expose the artificiality of
both theater and life, ' to call
attention to the roles we all play, to
remind us of the different levels of
truth and reality which . permeate'
our lives. The double-faced puzzle
of appearance and illusion, art and
life, is deftly woven throughout this
master-craftsman's treatise on
aesthetics and ontology. One of his
characters describes staged drama
as "a realitv which is an illusion of
a- reality;" another asserts that
"reality is what we create." Still
another declares, "We act that
role which we are given in
life," and that acting is in
opposition to truth. The profound
difference between acting and
being is a basic theme in the play,
and forms the core of the six
Characters' message to the actors
and audience.
When the literary characters
suddenly come to life in a studio
where actors are rehearsing a
Pirandello play, they begin to
assume an existence which is more
real than that of the. actors. The
Characters have come to relive,
their story which is .doomed to
permanent repetition. It is this fact
that makes them more real than the
live people, the Father (Michael
Countryman) tells the Director. In
almost Platonic style, a claim is
being made for the greater reality
of what is fixed and unchanging.
The characters urge the Direc-
tor (Doug Logan) to question his
projects. Why make a travesty of
real tragedy by placing it on the
stage? one asks. Actors don't take
life seriously, but then they take it
and put it on the stage, playing it
seriously. The Father's point is
aptly illustrated when the actors
(Paul Reinhardt and Anne Newhall)
try to play out the Characters lives,
creating theatre, but making a
farce of life. Yet the "life" they
mock is no more real than what
thev act, since the characters
are merely actors in yet another
play. •
Pirandello has actors acting as
actors, existentialist drama making
fun of existentialist drama, art
exposing the falseness of art—con-
tradictions mirror and turn on each
other in this multi-faceted revela-
tion about language, truth and
being. The play itself could be
termed a masterpiece, and is
something that should be seen or
read more than once.
In this large cast of players, all
were competent, yet some excelled
beyond the expectations of college
drama. Monica Sidor, as the
step-daughter, was certainly the
star of the show. Her flexibility and
professional stage-presence lent
the role a believable characteriza-
tion that was fascinating and
powerful. Doug Logan as the
Director was fine as a candid,
easygoing man with ,a stranee
problem on his Jiands. His "oppon-
ent" in this philosophical dialogue
was not quite as polished. Michael
Countryman as the Father played
his role with sincerity and passion,
but was jio^.tptally,.convincing as
Film Review Con't
cont, from p. 6
Hire and pace of the film are well
suited to the nature of the story.
Angela Winkler's performance,
supported by an excellent cast, is
-sensitive and convincing. Most
effective of all the film's features
was its modern, mixed instrumen-
tal and electronic score by Hans
Werner Henze. This major factor
created the tone and tension of the
drama, expressing many of the
verbal and visual themes aurally.
Somewhat in the tradition of
Costa-Gavras' works, or Wert-
muller's Love and Anarchy, this is
an important and powerful political
film that should be seen by anyone
concerned with ' individual rights
and the abuse of state power.
House
WE MAKE JUMBO HOT GRINDERS! FACT: Our HALF grinder
has TWICE the amount of meat than what our competitor puts on a
WHOLE grinder!
10% Discount on Pizzas only
114 New'Britain ,'., V ' : \
WE DELIVER MINIMUM
ORDER OF $4.00
; ,• , ;,= . . .,. 527-9088
PET CANDLE"
Florida's Answer to the Pet Rock.
PET CANDLE comes to you with com-
plete set of operating instructions to
train your PET CANDLE to sit up,
stand, light up, and fly.
Available in Small. Medium, and Large Sizes.
PET CANDLE
110 Giralda Ave., Coral Gables. Florida 33134
; Small S1.00 plus 50c postage & handling
" ' Medium S2.00 plus 75c postage & handling
r " Large $3.00 plus 95c postage & handling
N a m e '• • • •
Address
City. State
1976 Pel Candle, lac.
Zip.
the kind of character he was meant
to play. The other members of the
Six Characters group were very
good. Tony Chase as the neurotic,
repressed son was wonderfully
nervous and hostile, and main-
tained his characterization at all
times throughout this long drama.
Josie^Slutsky's portrayal of the
Mother'%& a little stilted in the
first act, but warmed to an
appreciable level of pathos as the
play progressed. The rest of the
cast performed well in terms of
stage-presence, although their
lines were too few to criticize in.
terms of characterization-talent.
Anne Newhall was excellent as the
haughty, vain, superficial Leading
Lady, as she played opposite Paul
Reinhardt's fine rendition of a
self-consumed matinee idol type.
Special approval is due Jan
Fox's superb job of costuming such
a large cast in authentically-styled
1920's clothes and accessories,
which helped make a sometimes
dry play more visually interesting.
This long and complex drama
Gnomes Visit
Early last Sunday evening
Santa looked up from his bagel and
cream cheese, and glancing at his
calendar realized that it was once
again time to make his yearly call to
Trinity College. He set in motion
Good-will....(later that very same
evening) Student #1: "Look, oh joy,
there hangs a candy cane on my
door.
Student #2: "It must have been the
RA's or the school, for candy canes
are hanging on every door. 1 think
fhey did ir last year also".,..Yes, it
was done last year, and the year
before, but it was not the RA's nor
the school. It was in fact the very
merry six gnomes up to their old
tricks again for this holiday season.
The Six Gnomes
Monica Slder and Michael Countryman in
"Six Characters in Search of an Author"
photo by Alain Levanho
must have been as difficult to Bravo to Director Roger Shoemaker
perform as it is to fully understand, a nd all his cast for bringing us this
from an audience point of view. important modern play in a witty
and attractive format.
STAGE ONE HEADSHOP
; @ Indian Jewelrv • Jeans
• Leathergoods • Custom-Made
® Gifts - Silver Jewelry
Bring in this ad and you will
receive a 10% DISCOUNT!
92 New Britain Ave. Open 10-9pm
across from Cieri's Pharmacy
BELMONT
RECORD SHOP
Largest inventory in Connecticut
and only 5 blocks fo
10%' DISCOtJNf J :<$^ ' : 6^
PRICED ALBUMS, INCLUDING IMPORTS
and excluding our sale and budget prices.
DISCOUNT FOR ALL TRINITY STUDENTS
PRESENTING LD. CARD
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More Arts
Danny Schnltz performing In the Cave last Thursday nlte. b>' R'ck S a S e r
Buy 4 pizzas any size, and get one FREE.
You'll also get a 1 0 % DISCOUNT when you
show an I.D.
10% Discount with l.D. only on pizzas
.OPEN LATE 7 DAYS A WEEK
WE DEUIER m i n i m u r ^ 2 ^







with the id west prices
Bring In This Ad To Receive
A 25% Discount
LIL ELF SATS...; """i:i
for your head
Pipes Legal Herbs ,, • ,
Roach Clips ' Concert,Kits
Papers _ ' • Gift Kits
Bongs"-'1 ' ' Grass Masks
Walerpipes Incense
Dealer McDope Games Cleaners
' • Hookahs Meerschaum Pipes
Scales . Ceramic Bongs
....for your body
Western Style Hats
'Handcrafted Sterling Silver Jewelry
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Kuma Sutra Massage Creams & Oils
\ .....for your visual pleasure y
HigK-Times'Magazine. Sand;castle Candles Bamboo Curtains
Aduf Comics • , >".•„•'-Uditj^qiffe p •F.is|#M& • *
Wicked Wick Candles Strobe Lights Black Lights ""
Concert Tickets
"Where your money gets saved....










Woolsey Hall, New Haven
Palace Theater, Waterbury
New Haven Col
Tickets can be purchased at these Hartford Area Outlets
STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN





Greuze at Atheneum - con't
continued from page 6
laughable, but the eighteenth
century public loved it. Not all of
Greuze's work catered to the public
taste, however. In his Portrait of
Joseph, he used an Academy
model, with results that are far
from the prettied-up portraits that
are contemporary with this one.
Using deep, somber hues of brown
and grey, he has depicted a
working-class man who would
never dream of having his portrait
commissioned, let alone be able to
afford it. The penetrating gaze of
Joseph is a far cry from a young
Miss who is daintily sniffing a rose,
with eyes rolled back in some kind
of affected intense appreciation.
Even the slightest hint of sensua-
ality is absent from this picture,
which is frosted with birthday cake
blues and pinks.
Grueze never achieves the kind
of sensuality found in other
eighteenth century artists. His St.
Mary of Egypt seems to be
constructed of large rubber flesh-
colored tubes, not responsive or
active flesh. However, other
"serious" works reflect the true
artist in Grueze, such as his
portraits of Benjamin Franklin and
Napoleon, which are in the same
line as that of Joseph.
'One of the most interesting
aspects of the Grueze exhibition is
the inclusion of many preliminary
sketches and drawings for the
paintings. It is fascinating to see
the work process from start to
finish. Many of the sketches are
works of art in their own right.
They are generally fresher and
truer to the human emotions that
are then exaggerated and stereo-
typed into sentimentality in the
paintings.
The two galleries, Austin Gall-
ery and Avery Court, have been
painted a light, dusky green for
the exhibition. It is a decorative
touch, true to the eighteenth
century, and yet provides a fairly
neutral background for a positive
viewing of the pictures. Unhappily,
"there is no catalogue out in the
galleries for general public perusal.
This is extremely unfortunate, for
although it is handsomely illustrat-
ed and written by Mr. Munhall, it
is also frightfully expensive for all
but the most ardent Grueze admir-
er.
The Yale School of Drama will
present Cyril Tourneur's turbulent
melodrama, " t h e Revenger's
Tragedy," December 8-11 in the
University Theatre. All perfor-
mances will be at 8 p.m.
Considered by many critics to
be one of the classics of the
Jacobean theatre, "The Reven-
ger's Tragedy" focuses on a young
nobleman who, in avenging the
murder of his beloved, becomes
hopelessly entangled himself in a
web of murder and betrayal.
Thomas Hill has directed the large
case of second-year Drama School
students in the Tourneur classic.
Tickets for the "Revenger's
Tragedy" are now on sale for S2.50
at the University Theatre Box
Office, 222 York Street, New
Haven. Group rates arc also
available. For reservations and
further information, call 436-1600,
Budweiser® presents "Beer Talk'
Salt in beer?
Did you eye;̂  see somebody put
s a l t i ; h i i ^ 6 : r t ? t i J H
But really. ..what salt does to a
great beer is make it salty.
A perfect head of foam is easy: Just
start with Budweiser. And pour it
sm ack down the middle,
You can save the salt for the pop-
corn, cause that Beechwobd Aged
Budweiser taste speaks for itself
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Announcements
Ski Glass
The Physical Education De-
partment offers a 6 week Skiing
course 3rd quarter at Mt. Sun-
down. The classes run for the 6
weeks beginning Jan. 20th every
Thursday evening (excluding Open
Period) from 6-11:00. The package
cost of $37.50 includes a 1 Vi hour
class, an hour plus of recreational
skiing and the bus ride to and from
New Hartford, Ct. Bring a check
•made out to the "Trustees of
Trinity College" to Jane Mills-
paugh in the Ferris Athletic Center
to register. Sign-ups are handled
on a first come, first served basis.
Registration will close Dec, 8th.
Contra Dance
The Connecticut Contra Club
will present its third dance of the
season on December 10th, 1976 at
the Powder Mill Barn, 32 South
Maple Street, Hazardville,
Connecticut beginning at 8:30 p.m.
The evening will feature traditional
iiew England dances with live
ttusic by Whiskey Before Break-
fast, and calling by Kathy Torrey.
No experience is necessary and
beginners are welcome. For infor-
mation call 232-2644.
Health Forum
The Department oi Community
Medicine and Health Care of the
University of Connecticut Health
Center's School of Medicine will
hold a forum on Human Values and
Health Care. The meeting, entitled
"Healing and the Search for
Knowledge: Understanding the
Doctor's Mandate from Society," is
scheduled for Thursday, December
9, 1976 at 7:30 p.m. in the Health,
Center cafeteria, Farmington.
^ ' Guest panelists will include
?Karen A. Lebacqz, Ph.D., Member
of the National Commission for thc>
Protection of Human Subjects of
Biomedical and Behavioral Re-
search, Washington, D.C. and
Special Consultant on Bioethics to
the Director of Health for the State
of California and Thomas Hal-
per, Ph.D., Chairman, Department
of Political Science, Baruch
College, City University of New
York. The moderator will be Stuart
Spicker, Associate Professor of
Philosophy and Community Med-
icine, Farmington.iton.
The evening will open with
introductory presentations from the
guest panelists, followed by dis-
cussion with the participating
public. Admission is free and
refreshments will be served.
This series is sponsored by a
grant from the Connecticut Hu-
manities Council, under the aus-
pices of the National Endowment
for the Humanities.




series of sea films sponsored by the
American Studies and Freshman
Seminar Programs, concludes with
"Captains Courageous" (Spencer
Tracy) on Tuesday, December 7, at
6:30 in Seabury 9. No charge.
Food Co-Op
This Friday, December 10, will
be the last COOP of the system.
Goodies will be available for the
proletariats. Please sign up for
work by Wednesday, 4 p.m.
Anyone interested in ordering
food during vacation should contact
Pat Weinthal (525-5894), P.O.
#1019, for instructions.
Thanks to all for the labor, the
patience, and the enthusiasm! May
your next semester in our forced
labor system be.
•Victory1
Dr. Miller Brown will speak on
"Boundaries of Victory: Running
and Doping" this Thursday,
December 9, at 4:00 in the lounge
at 70 Vernon Street. In addition to
teaching Philosophy at Trinity,1
Dr. Brown can frequently be seen
jogging around the campus. AH are
invited to take a break from the
books and join us.
Folk Society
The Folk Society is presenting
music featuring Bill Gadsden,
Jason Jacobson, and Stephanie
Vignon at Phil's (College View





Students interested in this
^exchange with a British University
tor the 1977-78 Academic Year are
reminded to read the information
available in the Office of Educa-
ted! Services and to obtain, after
'7 January 1977, a copy of the
Procedure sheet for applying. The
application deadline is 1 March
"77. Interested applicants might
atso wish to speak to a UEA student
we on exchange this year, David
| Helni, or Trinity students who were
;at UEA last year, Bern Furr,
Ni(* Katz, Eric Luskin, Linda
Gallon,Richard Porton and Debor-
a)l Moser.
It is anticipated that six to eight
(Paces will be available for the
Wming academic year.
12-College Exchange
Students wishing to participate
j ' " the 12-Coilege Exchange for
j^oth semesters or cither semester
including spring) 1977-1978 are
, F*ed to consult the 12-College
paJogues and other materials
''•ailable in the Office of Ed-
Rational Services. Application
•••"iks and procedures sheets for
will be available from the
Office of Educational Services
when Trinity Term 1977 begins. All




in study at the London School of
Economics and Political Science for
the 1977-78 Academic Year should
have at least a B +average through
the first term of their sophomore
year. Please plan to talk to
Professor Leroy Dunn and Dean
Winslow by early February if you
are interested in this possibility in
Great Britain.
Outside Courses
Through the Greater Hartford
Consortium for Higher Education
Cross-Registration Program, stu-
dents at Trinity College may enroll
at Hartford College for Women
(and other institutions within the
Consortium) for courses which are
not given at-Trinity. Three such
courses at Hartford College for
Women will be available to Trinity
students for the second term of the
present academic year (.spring*
1977): Government 202, The Con-
stitution and the Bill of Rights;
Model UN
Interested in world affairs?
Interested in attending a Model
United Nations? Come to a meeting
on Wednesday, December 8, 1976
at 7:00 p.m. in Alumni Lounge.
There are opportunities for Trinity
students to attend a model U.N. at
Princeton next February and a
model United Nations in New York
next April.
This meeting is sponsored by
the Trinity College World Affairs
Association, which is a student run
organization whose main function
is to send delegates to various
model United Nations. Recently,
some Trinity students attended a
model security council at Smith
College.
If you are interested in attend-
ing a model U.N., attend the
meeting or speak to Marc Pearlin,
P.O. Box 1253 or Robert Hilgen-
dorff, P.O. Box 1172.
Dance Council
The Five College Dance Council
will present a Five College Dance
Faculty concert on December 9, 10,
11 at Theatre 14, Smith College.
The Council, composed of faculty
and student members from Am-
herst, Hampshire, Mount Holyoke,
and Smith Colleges and the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts, is the
operating body for a proposed Five
College Dance Department. This
concert will celebrate the begin-
ning of new possibilities for
co-operation and sharing of dance
resources in the Five-College area.
Most of the dance faculty
members will be represented in the
concert either by choreography Of
by dancing. The offerings will
include "Time Out"
include "Time Outf> ctiore-i
ographed by Andrea Olsent
jazz score by Dave Brubeck..
Another jazz piece "Turkish Bath"
will be performed by Richard Jones
and his students from the Univer-
sity. Hampshire College will be
represented by "Clayscapes," a
new work by Francia McClellan,
with decor by the choreographer,
sound by the dancers and by
Randall McClellan. Andrea Wat-
kins will show her popular "Moun-
tains and Molehills," and Dan
Peterson will perform his "Tarcosic
Dialogue." Susan Waltner from
Smith College will show "Body
Language," a piece based on
popular paperback psychology.
The concert begins at
8:00 p.m. Ticket prices are $2.50
general, $1.50 students and senior
citizens, and $.75 for children. For
reservations and information call or
visit the Smith College Theatre
14 Box Office, 584-2700, ext. 840,
between noon and 4:30 p.m.
weekdays.
Social Work
Interested in social service, but
uncertain about a career?
The most sure-fire way to zero
in on career objectives is through
practical work experience.
Centers for the Handicapped,
located near Washington, D.C,
offers young people a one-year
internship working with handicap-
ped children and adults. Recruit-|
ment is underway now for interns
to start in January 1977.
For the right person, the
work-study experience offers many
challenges and rewards. Most
important, it will affect decisions
on one's life's work.
Some participants will work on
a rotating schedule, getting exper-
ience in different programs within
the Agency. All can specialize in
their areas of primary interest at
some point during their internship.
Interns continue their education by
taking courses at nearby colleges
and universities.
Interns live cooperatively in
townhou«e» •• nwwidB4'^*fwtha
agency, sharing responsibilities tor
cooking, cleaning, shopping and
establishing their own regulations.
They receive no pay but are given a
weekly subsistence allowance.
Each participant wili receive a
$1,000 educational scholarship up-
on completion of the program.
Centers for the Handicapped
programs serve 300 people, cover-
ing nearly every major handicap-
ping condition. There are programs
for infants, children and adults.
Among the services the agency
provided are sheltered work, social
rehabilitation, recreation, camp-
ing, advocacy counseling and
transportation.
Applications are now being
accepted for the Intern Program.
Applicants must have successfully
completed some college work. The
only other requirements are a valid
driver's license and good health.
Interviews will be scheduled in
early December.
Interested students can obtain
more information and an applica-
tion at their college placement
office (or campus library, in some
cases) or by writing to Centers for
the Handicapped, 649 Lofstrand
Lane, Rockville, Maryland 20850.
"Disintegration"
The University of Hartford will
present a faculty colloquium entitl-
ed "Disintegration" at 8 p.m.,
Dec. 8th in the Joseloff Gallery at
the Hartford Art School. The topic
is a 20th century motif perhaps best
exemplified in contemporary film.
Participants are faculty members
representing various departments
at U. Hartford. Admission is free.
Timbrel
Auditions for Timbrel, the
Trinity Madrigal Society will be
held this week. An opening for one
male voice will be filled. If you wish
to audition; please submit your
name, class, box number, voice
part, and a brief resume of your
vocal experience to Timbrel Box
1168. We will contact you for an
audition time. Next semester looks





Biology 202, Ecology; and Geo-
graphy 110, Introduction to Geo-
graphy. More information on these !
courses and their times of offering
is available in the Office of the
Registrar at Trinity College.
Open Semester
There will be a meeting to
discuss procedures related to study
away from Trinity (whether foreign
study, study at another institution
in this country, or Open Semester)
at 11:00 a.m. on Thursday, 9
December 1976, in Alumni Lounge
of Mather Campus Center. The
purpose of the meeting is to discuss
Trinity procedures for obtaining
academic credit and other logistical
matters. This meeting is not for
discussing the merits of individual
programs (students should make
an appointment to see Dean
Winslow about such).
U. of PH.
Students interested for 1977-78
(or either term) in Trinity's ex-
change program with the Univer-
sity of Puerto Rico are requested to
talk with Professor Adrian wad






, INTERSTATE 84 EXIT 58
SILVER LANE • ROBERTS STREET




Mon-Fri . - 2 :05 , 7:25,9:45
S a t - S u n 2:15,4:50, 7:25,
9:45
MARATHON
R in Caior; a par
M o n - F r i . 2 : 1 5 , , 9 : 4 0
S a t . S u n . 2 : 1 0 , 4 : 4 5 , 7 : 1 5 ,




Sat. Sun. 2, 4:30, 7:05,9:4;
"CARRIE"
If only they knew she had
the power
Mon - Fri 8, 10:00,
Sat. Sun. 2 ,4,6, 8, 10
In Concert and Beyond
LED ZEPPELIN (PG) Mon-Fri 2,7, 9:35Sat . Sun. 2,4:35, 7, 9:35
The Song Remains the Same
SPECIAL LATE SHOW'OF ™
"Carrie" and "Led Zeppelin"
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News Notes
Mystic Shack
Mystic Seaport carpenters and
architectural researchers will re-
build an historic 19th century-
fishing shack during this late fall
and winter, at the maritime mus-
eum. The ROBIE Ames Fish
House, an, addition to the Seaport's
early New England fishing industry
exhibits, will open to the public in
the spring of 1977.
The Seaport's supervisor of
architectural restoration, Peter
Coope, is seeking volunteer car-
penters, skilled in mortise and
tenon work, to assist in the
restoration work. He has asked
carpenters interested in the project
to contact him at the Seaport at
; 536-2631, ext. 258.
; 'The historic building, originally
constructed in 1838 on the Penob-
j scot Bay in Lincolnville,: Maine, bv
Isaac Ames, a salmon fisherman,
was used to store weir and
wherry-a salmon fisherman's gear
and boat. The structure served
three generations of salmon fisher-
men in the Ames family. In 1947,
due to a scarcity of salmon, Robie
Ames ended the family business
and locked the shack, leaving the
weir and wherry carefully stored
inside, much as it had been by his
forebearers for over a century.
Mystic Seaport acquired the
shack and its contents, an excellent
exhibit about 19th century salmon
fishing methods, from Mr. Ames
in 1969.The Seaport dismantled the
building and transported it to the
Mystic Seaport, where architectur-
al historians studied its construc-
tion and drafted plans for its
restoration.
When the exhibit opens, it will
be among the maritime museum's
fisheries exhibits which include an
exhibit of regional dory and trawl
4ory cod fishing; an exhibit of the
New England oystering -industry
from the 18th century to the
present; the Thomas Thomas
Oyster House, an 1874-constructed
culling shop from New Haven,
Conn.; the fishing schooner L.A.
Dun ton; the oyster sloop Nellie;
arid many other fisheries related'
small craft. There are also related
fish splitting, salting, drying and
: smoking demonstrations at Mystic
Seaport in the spring, summer and
fall.
A major program designed to
open the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare to greater
citizen participation in the decision-
making process of the Department
has been launched by . HEW
Secretary David Mathews.
The first step in the program
will be a public hearing December
7, in Pittsburgh, Pa., the first in a
national series during which com-
ments will be sought from the
public on a major report by an
HEW Task Force on Citizen
Participation published in the
Federal Register on November 10.
Those unable to attend the
hearings will be asked to comment
via a pamphlet which will be widely
distributed by 'cooperating privatei
civic, and public organizations and
agencies.;
"The Magnitude of the reforms
suggested go directly to the way
this Department makes policy; it is
crucial that the public have an
opportunity to express its views
before we . institute final recom-
mendations," Mathews said.
The Secretary appointed the
HEW Task force on Citizen Partici-
pation earlier this year "to identify
additional ways to open the De-
partment to a greater degree of
effective public interaction and
citizen involvement."
In his open letter to the •
American public,-published in the
Federal Register with the Task
Force's report to him, Mathews
asked all citizens for their views
and recommendations on a number
of suggested reforms.
The action is a continuation of
the Secretary's effort to provide
opportunities for citizen partici-
pation in the planning and policy-
making activities of the Depart-
ment. In July, the Secretary
instituted sweeping refor-msin the
way HEW develops and issues its
regulations, saying "HEW has an
unequivocai obligation to seek
maximum citizen participation in
the development of the regulations
which significantly affect people
and institutions."
The report also carries forward
the focus on actively obtaining
public suggestions and viewpoints
as required by the Department's




Ski Equipment for sale! Fisher Super-
glass 190 cm used three seasons.
Condition: not bad. $20.00, Fischer
Quick Super 160 cm. Very good
condition. Great second pair. $25.00.
i Salomon 444 Used $30.00. Salomon •
" S " Used. $10.00, Besser New $35.00.
Call Gordon at 249-2276. prices neg.
South American ponchos for sale.
Beautifully collored. A good idea for a
Xmas gift. Call 527JS623
'72 Fiat 128 4 door, excellent shape.
Catl'.Peter 233-6728
NEW .j0Jai?H«'';-lO.%»!'student;-discount
with College ID on all new books.
(Exceptions are N.Y. Times Best Sellers
already discounted at 30%, and text
books) -SONYA WETSTONE BOOKS
and CHEESE, 529 : Farmington Ave.,
Hartford, 232-3710. Mon. thru Sat. 10
am to 6 pm.
Need your thesis edited, typed and
proofread? 1 provide paper. Profession-
al job done. Contact Joyce Raymond at
Housing
Great Christmas presents. Handmade
Ecuadorean scarves, very few left. Call
246-8184 or stop by Goodwin 3<f
Moving off campus? Trinity Alumnus
'71, Oxford-Graduate, seeks roommate
to share 5 room apartment in Hartford,
50% rent is $75.00 inc. heat. Call
247-2823 after 5 pm.
Wesleyan student interning at CPTV
next semester would Jike to live in
house or apartment with Trinity stu-
dents off campus. Call Laurie 346-5334
, Apartment to share or sublet, $170 per
month w/heat. Call 525-7152
The Task Force suggests that
HEW adopt the goal of "becoming
more sensitive and responsive to
citizens, actively providing broad
opportunities for citizen participa-
tion, and carefully considering the
public's views."
It urges adoption of open
procedures to encourage public
participation wherever major policy
decisions are being developed or
reviewed, and proposed the follow-
ing Opportunities for Reform:
--HEW should systematically
conduct meetings and seminars
with a wide variety of citizens prior
to final decisions on all major policy
matters.
HEW staff should actively
solicit the views of- citizens on
budget, legislative and policy
priorities.
The Secretary should have an
opportunity to conduct public for-
ums on decisions about to be made,
. attempting personally to obtain any
divergent or additional views.
In addition, the report cited
the need for the Department to
distribute pertinent information to
the broadest possible audience.
The Task Force Report proposes
that:
--Policy documents, such as
issues papers, Agency implemen-
tation plans, evaluation studies and
audit reports should be dissemin-
ated to the public, with adequate
time for the Department to receive
a variety of public views and
comments.
--HEW should prepare a com-
prehensive annual report summar-
izing HEW programs, its successes
and failures and identifying the
Department's future goals.
Comments in response to this
Request for Public Comment on the
Citizen Participation Task Force
Report should be submitted by
December 25 to: .: \'.:.
HEW Task Force on Citizen
Participation




The Report may be obtained
from or inspected at:
Office of Public Affairs
Room 2411, JFK Federal Build-
ing





The Center for Human Ecology
Studies announced today that it is
offering a full-time internship
option for the spring semester,
1977 Susan Mudd, Internship
Director, said that aaplicants may
select from a wide variety of
placements with ecology-concerned
organizations. Opportunities exist
within areas of conservation re-
search and education, farming and
food production, shelter design,
planning, design and manufacture
of alternative energy technology,
and natural resources manage-
ment. ' ' ' •' "'.' "' "•-• '
William Seretta, J r . , the
Center's president, noted that
many public and private groups in
Maine have planned exciting pro-
jects but find themselves unable to
hire permanent staff to carry them
out. "Our role here is simply
bringing together two parties who
need each other,"noted Seretta.
"There are college students with
interests in these areas, who are
seeking work experience; there is
much important and innovative
work to be done here, and it is work
that will further some students'
educational goals, perhaps also
vocational goals."
The Internship option provides
for a forty-hour work week with an
agency of the student's choosing.
The placement will run from
February eighth through May
fifteenth. Most placements are
volunteer positions, but work-study
students may continue that
arrangement. For an inclusive fee
of five-hundred dollars, the Center,
provides the placement, with
supervision and support, a place in
the Human Ecology Seminar one
evening weekly, and housing. A
detailed list of placements, includ-
ing job descriptions, is available by
writing the Center for Human
Ecology Studies, PO Box 242,
Freeport, Me. 04032.
Truman Foundation -
The start of a national academic
search for the first Truman
Scholarship candidates has been"
announced by the Harry S. Truman
Scholarship Foundation.
The Honorable John W,
Snyder, chairman of the Founda-
tion's board of trustees and former
Secretary of the Treasury under
President Truman, made the
announcement.
"The Foundation and the Tru-
man Scholarships were established
by an Act of Congress to honor one
of our nation's great Presidents.
This memorial is a living and
prestigious one, as it provides a
concrete way for our most talented
college men and women to prepare
themselves for careers in govern-̂
ment."
Fifty-three students who will be
in their junior year of college next
fall will be selected during this year
through the Foundation as the first
Truman Scholars.
The Foundation will award,
scholarships in programs leading tQ*s!M'1,1
Careers in government and provide if V
a maximum stipend of $5000 a year >' ne*
for up to four years of college
study. In addition to being out-
standing students, with a grade
point average of at least "B" (or
equivalent) and being in the upper
quarter of their classes, candidates
will be required to demonstrate a
firm commitment to public service;.,.
One student will be selected
from each state, the District of
Columbia, the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, and considered as a
single entity, Guam, the Virgin
Islands, American Samoa, and the
Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands. ;
For consideration as a Truman
Scholar, a student must be nomin*4
ated by his or her college's'
president, upon the recommenda-
tion of the Truman Scholarship;
Program faculty representative?
Accredited institutions of higher
education must submit their nom-
inations by December 15, 1976. For


















































Round Trip to Denver at Christmas!
$100.00 per person. Call Nick Smith at
249-3829. Think Snow!
Eating Events
The Arts Cafe - a non-profit alternate
gallery and vegetarian restaurant. After
midnight music^each night. 12-3 a.m. 72
Union Place, Hartford. 525-0424.
Personals
Congratulations Matthew for your
unbelievable performance. Love 201




(ACROSS FROMTS?!N!I* CAMPUS) -
287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE - HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Staron, Prop.
•DELICIOUS PIZZA
• HOT OVEN GRINDERS
• ROAST BEEF GRINDERS
Phone 247-0234
CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR
PIZZA.WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE
BUY 4 PIZZAS - ANY SIZE - GET THE 5th ONE FREE
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More Sports
Skaters Whip Assumption, Wesleyan
" v T I T tf defenseman Bill DodfJP ant an " c p m n H rrnal nf th« nirrVit ca<ron at thot «„;„( „,„„ „..* _£ u *>*
Lose £o Lora Jeffs
by Brian Crockett
Call them quick, strong, and
big...most of them at least. 'They'
are the freshmen hockey players,
and if the first three games of the
" varsity hockey season are any
indication, Trinity should be in for
quick, high-scoring and winning
hockey.
, The regular season began last
Wednesday with a 7-5 victory
against Assumption, in a game
dominated by the trinity offense.
-Junior co-captain Hank Finken-
stadt started off the scoring five
minutes into the game after taking
a short pass from senior center
Sandy Weedon in front of the
Assumption net. Sophomore de-
fenseman Peter Lawson-Johnston
jlso assisted. Freshman Bob
jmb got the second Trinity goal
with a shot to the right side of the
net at 19:55. Co-captains Finken-
stadt and Tom Lenahan assisted
•• the plav.
Plumb, a 6'2", 195 1b. hard-
driving winger, is one of three
freshmen to break into the starting
three forward lines, and adds good
size to what was a small Trinity
team.
I ~ The Finkenstadt-Weedon com-
bination started off the second
period scoring with a goal at 1:37.
Lenahan also assisted. Assumption
got on the board exactly five
minutes later on a breakaway goal
with Trinity a man down, and got a
second on another breakaway at
!;• 14:45 that caused one Trinity
i ciefenseman to break his stick over
Irthe net in anger. Junior winger
Dave Peters kept the Bantam's
two-goal lea"d intact with a shot'at
14:05. Finkenstadt made the play
as he slid on his belly across the
goal mouth. Peters scooped up the
wandering puck for the goal. Junior
I
defenseman Bill Dodge got an
assist on the play.
Weedon connected early in the
third period with an assist - by
sophomore wing George Brickley,
who led half the Assumption team
around the net before flipping to
Weedon, who was virtually alone in
front of the goalie. Assumption
came back at 5:16 with a slapper
from the blue line that sailed past
the stunned' goalie Ted Judson,
who had an otherwise stellar game
in the net.
Brickley put a Lenahan pass
into the goal at 6:41, with Plumb
assisting, but Assumption came
back 16 seconds later with a goal to
make the score 6-4. Weedon iced
the game at 15:38 with assists from
Finkenstadt ,and senior defense-
man Duffy Shea.
Freshman center Rick Marge-
not, Plumb, and the second line of
Firikenstadt-Weedon-Peters made
the game fall together. Margenot,
a wiryS'3", 142 lb. all-state center
from Greenwich, made up for his
size with hustle and speed.
The ice Bantams traveled to
Williams on Friday for a tourn-
ament with Wesleyan and Am-
herst. Goalie Ted Walkowicz, who
was kept from action Wednesday
night with a pulled groin, led
Trinity to a 8-3 victory over a
Wesleyan team that appeared to be
out for more blood than goals.
Wesleyan was in the penalty box
twelve times, and one Cardinal was
ejected from the game after
spearing George Brickley in the
face early in the second period.
The Margenot Line began the
scoring at 5:49 with a goal by
freshman Dave Johnson, assisted
by Margenot and sophomore Tom
Keenan, Weedon got an unassisted
goal at 10:34, but Wesleyan came
back late in the period to make the
score 2-1. Bob Plumb put a
Lenahan assist into the Wesleyan





Women Hoopsters Top MIT
by Nancy McDermott
A The Women's Varsity Basket-
ball Team opened their season
early this year with a pre-Christ-
mas debut against a tough M.I.T.
squad. In a Trinity "first" the
women played the preliminary
game to the varsity men's season
Opened and it proved highly
successful as Trinity defeated
M.I.T. 49-36.
The young (6 freshmen) wo-
men's team was ready for the
||: ojjener. From the opening toss, to
Jihe final buzzer Trinity outhustled
and outplayed their taller oppon-
ents. A tenacious defense and a
solid rebounding game stopped
M.I.T. from becoming a real
threat. The Beavers were only able
to score 12 hoops all night. The
starting Trinity five,' Kathy Craw-
lotd, Sue Levin, Cilia Williams,
Cindy Higgins and Nancy McDer-
"iiott, continually forced M.I.T. to
ftrow the ball away and commit
errors. The forwards keyed in on
Mocking out the 6'3" M.LT. center
a»d thus Trinity controlled the
a
boards. Nancy McDermott led all
rebounders with 18 and freshman
Cindy Higgins followed with 13. '
Combined with a superb de-
fense, Trinity executed a well
balanced offensive attack as 10
players scored and Cindy Higgins
and Lanier Drew were high for
Trinity with 10 points a piece.
Trinity passed well $11 night and hit
the open women causing the M.I.T.
zone to finally go to a man to man
zone but by that time Trinity had
•already put the game away.
Despite serious foul trouble
Trinity's attack was unhampered
due to the excellent play of
"super-subs" Penny Sanchez and
Lanier Drew. Penny helped out on
the boards pulling down 10 re-
bounds and also scored 6 points.
Lanier led the fast-break attack to
open the game up for Trinity. The
final buzzer sounded and 3 Trinity
starters had fouled out but the
overall depth of the team continued
to hold off any M.I.T. attack.
The team is looking forward to
continuing their victory streak after
Christmas vacation and with the
fine coaching of Robin Sheppard
and assistant coach Gail Andrews,





The Cards began the second
period with a goal at 3:01, and 50
seconds later Brickley was jarred
with the Wesleyan stick. Hard-hit-
ting defenseman Dana Barnard,
another of the big, new freshmen,
got the powerplay goal just over a
minute later with an assist from
Weedon. Two unassisted goals by
Lenahan and Peters in the second
half of the period put the game out
of ready, 7-2. Another Wesleyan
goal at 10:14 in the third period,
and a Keenan goal at 10:38, with an
assist from Dodge, ended the
scoring.
The following night was not so
rosy for the Pucksters, as they lost
to a superior Amherst team, 6-2. It
was a bottle between two Division
III all-star goalies, with Amherst
co-captain Jeff Fine facing Walko-
wicz, and a combination of fast
Amherst forwards and a weak
Trinity defense put the outcome in
Fine's favor despite Walkowicz's
32 saves.
Amherst got the only goal of the
first period on a powerplay at 7:05.
Lenahan got one of the two Trinity
goals less than 30 seconds into the
second period with an assist from
Brickley, but Amherst got on the
board again at 4:55 and again at
7:42 to finish the period ahead, 3-1.
It was a lead Trinity was never
able to overcome. Desperation
often took the place of common
sense, and Amherst capitalized
twice early in the third period.
"Plumb got the second Trinity goal
at 9:15 on a powerplay with an
assist from Barnard, but the game
a point was out of reach,
despite a late surge by Trinity in
the final eight minutes of the game.
It was Trinity's inability to plug
the defense and Score on more of
their own powerplays that spelled
the difference in the game. Both
games in the Williams Tourney
were tough and physically deman-
ding, and the icemen felt it.
The Bantams played an away
game last night at Bryant, and
return to Glastonbury Arena to-




Route 84 East to Route 2 East to
Exit for Route 94 (Hebron Ave.)!
Left at end of exit ramp; right at the
first light. Glastonbury Arena is
200 yards on the left, 10 minutes
from Trinity.
DEADLINES: Classifieds must be submitted by Saturday noon for
lJublfcation the following Tuesday. RATES': SftHtaats only 154 for the
first line, 104 each additional line. NO MAXIMUM. Business accounts
104 a word, St.50 Minimum. PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH
AD. .
CLASSIFIED COUPON













COLLEGE MIXER --JANUARY - FIRST TIME -
AT THE "NEW" JUG END RESORT
$13.21 Per N'ght Doable Occupancy
PRIUE INCLUDES
HOT BUTTERED RUM PARTY UPON ARRIVAL MONDAY 3 to 5 p.m.
LIMBER JACK BREAKFAST EACH MORNING
INDOOR HEATED OLYMPIC SIZE PObL
HOT SPICE WINE PARTY THURSDAY
'••; MUSICTOGHTLY y.'.yy.. ' ' . „ '.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS WITH COLLEGE ID. CARDS
COLLEGE MlXfflS
Mail Reservation Form to: Karen Varney, Reservation Mgr.
Name: • - ;—• : :
 : — — —
Address: : • :—— •
Telephone Number: . —.— — — I
Deposit to hold reservation 50%.
Balance due upon arrival.
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SportsjIL
Bantams Wallop Engineers 60-47
byJeffMcPhee
The Trinity College Varsity
Basketballers opened their 1976-77
season Saturday night as the Bants
rolled over the Engineers of M.l.T.
60-47 in the Ferris Athletic Center.
It took a stern defense to bring
the contest into Trinity's favor. The
defense' allowed a total of only 16
points in the last twenty minutes of
play.
The game saw three Trinity
players in the limelight. Juniors
Brent .Cawelti and Artie Blake
combined for 40 of the Bantams 60
points. Blake had a game high 23
points and Cawelti threw in 17.
Senior John Niekrash also had a
fine game tallying 12 points for the
winners. Off the boards, Cawelti
ripped down 13 caroms and Niek-
rash totaled 12 rebounds in leading
Trinity to a 45-%34 board advantage
over the Engineers.
In the first half, both teams
struggled to gain control of the
momentum with neither ; team
being able to manage more than a 5
point spread.
The second half began with
Trinity holding a slim 33-31 edge.
The first seven minutes of play
photo by Alain Levanho
Jr. Garth Walnman taps in a rebound while [33] Jr. George Smith
and [25] Jr. Arthur Blake look on dating 1st quarter action In last
Saturday's game against the Engineers from M.l.T. The Bantams




Deep in the dark recesses
beneath the Ferris Athletic Center
is a room with padded walls where
they keep the Varsity Wrestling
Team. Here, under new coach and
former alternate to the Olympic
Team Robert Stroh, the Grapplers
• have been training hard tor their
first match against W.P.I, on
December 8. Honing moves and
developing a "killer instinct," the
Bantams under Co-Captains Dave
Coratti and Bob Friedman look
forward to a tough but good
season.
The team should improve on
last year's record due to the influx
of many good freshmen to help the
returning upperclassmen. The
squad also has men in every weight
class so it will not forfeit points as
has been the case in the past.
Competing in the heavier weights,
will be Captain Coratti, who was
fourth in New England last year,
Brian O'Donoghue who is return-
ing from a broken leg suffered
during the football season, and
OPEN
Mdn-Sat







showed both teams still struggling
to break the game open. With the
score 38 all, the Bantams ripped off
10 straight points, with Cawelti and
Blake accounting for 8 of them, to
take a ten point 48-38 advantage
with seven minutes to play. That
was the ball game.
Paul McBride had a good night
tallying seven assists. Other scor-
ers for Trinity were Larry Wells,
five assists and 2 points, co-captain
Dave Weselcouch, some big re-
bounds and 2 points, and co-cap-
tain Pete Switehenko who saw only
limited action but had seven
rebounds and 2 points.
\ After the game, Trinity coach .
Robbie Shults commented, "We
had a bad night offensively. We
had poor shot selection which ac-
counted for our sub-par shooting .
percentage. The defense was good
and solid and yielded very little.
You could call this, a defensive
igame for there weren't many
'points on the board." .---
Asked about any bright spots,
the Bantam mentor added, "John
Niekrash filled in for Pete Swit-
henko and did a fine job. He pulled
down 10 rebounds in the second
half and played very well defen-
sively. He was definitely one of our
bright spots. Also, with his play,
we can count on depth in that
position. Artie Blake also had a
super night."He's what we needed
to win." • .
In the upcoming week, Trinity
has perennial powers in Brandeis
on Monday, Amherst on Wednes-
day and the the Trinity-University
of Hartford Tournament on Friday
and Saturday night. All these
games will be played at home.
Scheduled starts for Monday and
Wednesday nights games will be
8:00 Friday night. Univ. of Hart-
ford will meet Central Connecticut
at 7:00 and Trinity will host
Wesleyan at 9:00. Saturday night,
the consolation will start at 6:00
with the finals beginning at 8:00.
"As for the tournament, it will
be pretty much of a toss-up,"
added Shults. "Wesleyan has
vastly improved over last year,
University of Hartford will be tough
and Central Connecticut has their
whole team back from last year. If I
had to a favorite, I'd say it would be
Central. I'd say though, our
chances are very good, We're





















on Dec. 10 at 9:00 p.m.
and
Dec. 11 at 8:00 p.m.
FROM: Norman T. Graf, Intramur-.
al Director, RE: Intramural Bas-"
ketball, Coed Badminton and Wo-
men's Volleyball
Immediately following the se-
mester break the above three
Intramural sports will be played.
Team rosters with manager's box
number and telephone number
must be submitted to me by
December 15th. Schedules will be
made up immediately thereafter
and any teams submitted following
this date will be disappointed.
Basketball plays with five men,
Badminton with two (coed), and




ment will be held on Friday and
Saturday, December 10 and 11 —
this year at Trinity, Friday games
will be played as follows;
7 pm UHartford vs Central Conn.
9 pm Trinity vs Wesleyan
All Trinity students will be
admitted without charge upon
presentation of ID. REMEMBER
YOUR ID CARD FOR FREE
ADMISSION. For all those without
a Trinity ID - the admission charge
will be $2.00.
HOCKEY SEASON TICKETS ARE
AVAILABLE AT THE ATHLETIC
OFFICE OR FROM ANY MEM-





Head * Davis * Bancroft *
Wilson
!9.95 and UP, and stringing
Sales and Service
ONLY 3 minutes from Trinity




freshmen Dave Brooks and Hothch-
kiss's own John Danaher,
The middleweights will be
headed by junior Scott Goddin,
Captain Friedman who is returning
from a neck injury, and Chris "The
Chief" Mosca, as well as freshman
Helmut Bittlingmayer.
The lighter men include Chip
Meyers who is out to better his 6th
place ranking in New England last
year, sophomore 118 pounder Pat
Hallisey, and freshmen Eric Lewis,
Robert Herbst, and Conner Sea-
brook. These many underclassmen
will serve as a strong nucleus for
the team in years to come.
Through hard work, weekend
practices, and a scrimmage Mon-
day at Southern Connecticut State,
the Matmen should be well pre-
pared to take on all comers. So
come out and support your team at
the away match, for there will be no
classes the next day. Contact
Manager Marc Blumenthal for
details concerning the spectator
bus. After all, it's not every day
that the wrestlers are released. '
TO ALL STUDENTS
YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND A RING DAY
AT FOILETT TRINITY BOOKSTORE
SPONSORED BY THE REPRESENTATIVES
FROM ARTCARVED & JOSTEN'S
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